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Abstrat
The theory of integrals is used to analyse the struture of Hopf algebroids [1, 6℄. We prove that
the total algebra of a Hopf algebroid is a separable extension of the base algebra if and only if it
is a semi-simple extension and if and only if the Hopf algebroid possesses a normalized integral.
The total algebra of a nitely generated and projetive Hopf algebroid is a Frobenius extension
of the base algebra if and only if the Hopf algebroid possesses a non-degenerate integral. We
give also a suient and neessary ondition in terms of integrals, under whih it is a quasi-
Frobenius extension, and illustrate by an example that this ondition does not hold true in
general. Our results are generalizations of lassial results on Hopf algebras [20, 28℄.
1 Introdution
The notion of integrals in Hopf algebras has been introdued by Sweedler [34℄. The integrals in
Hopf algebras over prinipal ideal domains were analysed in [20, 33℄ where the following  by now
lassial  results have been proven:
 A free, nite dimensional bialgebra over a prinipal ideal domain is a Hopf algebra if and
only if it possesses a non-degenerate left integral. (Larson-Sweedler Theorem.)
 The antipode of a free, nite dimensional Hopf algebra over a prinipal ideal domain is
bijetive.
 A Hopf algebra over a eld is nite dimensional if and only if it possesses a non-zero left
integral.
 The left integrals in a nite dimensional Hopf algebra over a eld form a one dimensional
subspae.
 A Hopf algebra over a eld is semi-simple if and only if it possesses a normalized left integral.
(Mashke Theorem.)
There are numerous generalizations of these results in the literature. Historially the rst is
due to Pareigis [28℄ who proved the following statements on a nitely generated and projetive
Hopf algebra (H,∆, ǫ, S) over a ommutative ring k:
 H is a Frobenius extension of k if and only if there exists a Frobenius funtional ψ : H → k
satisfying (H ⊗ ψ) ◦∆ = 1Hψ( ).
 The antipode, S, is bijetive.
 The left integrals form a projetive rank 1 diret summand of the k-module H .
 H is a quasi-Frobenius extension of k.
 A nitely generated and projetive bialgebra over a ommutative ring k, suh that pi(k) = 0,
is a Hopf algebra if and only if it possesses a non-degenerate left integral.
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The generalization of the Mashke theorem to Hopf algebrasH over ommutative rings k states
that the existene of a normalized left integral in H is equivalent to the separability of H over k,
what is further equivalent to its relative semi-simpliity in the sense [16, 17℄ that any H-module
is (H, k)-projetive [13, 21℄. This is equivalent to the true semi-simpliity of H (i.e. the true
projetivity of any H-module [29℄) if and only if k is a semi-simple ring [21℄.
As a nie review on these results we reommend Setion 3.2 in [14℄.
Similar results are known also for generalizations of Hopf algebras. Integrals for nite dimen-
sional quasi-Hopf algebras [15℄ over elds were studied in [18, 26, 27, 12℄ and for nite dimensional
weak Hopf algebras [5, 4℄ over elds in [4, 42℄.
The purpose of the present paper is to investigate whih of the above results generalizes to
Hopf algebroids.
Hopf algebroids with bijetive antipode have been introdued in [6, 1℄. It is important to
emphasize that this notion of a Hopf algebroid is not equivalent to that introdued under the
same name by Lu in [22℄. Here we generalize the denition of [6, 1℄ by relaxing the requirement
of the bijetivity of the antipode. A Hopf algebroid onsists of a ompatible pair of a left and
a right bialgebroid struture [39, 22, 35, 36℄ on the ommon total algebra A. The antipode
relates these two left- and righthanded strutures. Left/right integrals in a Hopf algebroid are
dened as the invariants of the left/right regular A-module in terms of the ounit of the left/right
bialgebroid. Integrals on a Hopf algebroid are the omodule maps from the total algebra to the base
algebra (reproduing the integrals in the dual bialgebroids, provided the duals possess bialgebroid
strutures).
The total algebra of a bialgebroid an be looked at as an extension of the base algebra or its
opposite via the soure and target maps, respetively. In this way there are four algebra extensions
assoiated to a Hopf algebroid. The main results of the paper relate properties of these extensions
to the existene of integrals with speial properties:
• A Mashke type theorem, proving that the separability, and also the (in two ases left in
two ases right) semi-simpliity of any of the four extensions is equivalent to the existene
of a normalized integral in the Hopf algebroid (Theorem 3.1).
• The total algebra is a Frobenius extension both of the base algebra and of its opposite
algebra if and only if there exists a non-degenerate left (equivalently, right) integral in the
Hopf algebroid (Corollary 4.8). In partiular, if the total algebra is a nitely generated and
projetive module of the base algebra (in several appropriate senses), then any of the four
extensions is a Frobenius extension if and only if there exists a non-degenerate (left or right)
integral in the Hopf algebroid (Theorem 4.7).
• Under the same nitely generated projetivity onditions in the previous item, any of the
four extensions is (in two ases a left in two ases a right) quasi-Frobenius extension if and
only if the (left or right) integrals on the Hopf algebroid form a at module over the base
algebra (Theorem 5.2).
Our main tool in proving the latter two points is the Fundamental Theorem for Hopf modules
over Hopf algebroids (Theorem 4.2).
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The paper is organized as follows: We start Setion 2 with reviewing some results on bial-
gebroids from [39, 22, 35, 36, 31, 10, 19, 32, 37℄, the knowledge of whih is needed for the un-
derstanding of the paper. Then we present the denition of Hopf algebroids and disuss some of
its immediate onsequenes. Integrals both in and on Hopf algebroids are introdued and some
equivalent haraterizations are given.
In Setion 3 we prove two Mashke type theorems. The rst one ollets some equivalent
properties (in partiular separability) of the inlusion of the base algebra in the total algebra of a
1
In ontrast to the Fundamental Theorem for Hopf modules over Hopf algebras, Theorem 4.2 is not proven for
arbitrary Hopf algebroids. A weaker version of the theorem, relying on a more restritive notion of a omodule of
a Hopf algebroid, is proven for an arbitrary Hopf algebroid in Theorem 3.26 and Remark 3.27 of the arXiv version
of [3℄.
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Hopf algebroid. These equivalent properties are related to the existene of a normalized integral
in the Hopf algebroid. The seond theorem ollets some equivalent properties (in partiular
oseparability) of the oring underlying a Hopf algebroid. These equivalent properties are shown
to be equivalent to the existene of a normalized integral on the Hopf algebroid.
In Setion 4 we prove the Fundamental Theorem for Hopf modules over a Hopf algebroid.
This theorem is somewhat stronger than the one that an be obtained by the appliation of
([8℄, Theorem 5.6) to the present situation. Still, it is not known to hold for an arbitrary Hopf
algebroid. The main result of the setion is Theorem 4.7. In proving it we follow an analogous line
of reasoning as in [20℄. That is, assuming that all the four module strutures of the total algebra
over the base algebra are nitely generated and projetive, we apply the Fundamental Theorem
to the Hopf module, onstruted on the dual of the Hopf algebroid (w.r.t. the base algebra).
Similarly to the ase of Hopf algebras, our result implies the existene of non-zero integrals on
any nitely generated projetive Hopf algebroid. Sine the dual of a (nitely generated projetive)
Hopf algebroid is not known to be a Hopf algebroid in general, we have no dual result, that
is, we do not know whether there exist non-zero integrals in any nitely generated projetive
Hopf algebroid. As a byprodut, also a suient and neessary ondition on a nitely generated
projetive Hopf algebroid is obtained, under whih the antipode is bijetive. We do not know,
however, whether this ondition follows from the axioms.
In Setion 5 we use the results of Setion 4 to obtain onditions whih are equivalent to the
(either left or right) quasi-Frobenius property of any of the four extensions behind a nitely
generated and projetive Hopf algebroid. In order to show that these onditions do not hold true
in general, we onstrut a ounterexample.
Throughout the paper we work over a ommutative ring k. That is, the total and base algebras
of our Hopf algebroids are k-algebras. For an (always assoiative and unital) k-algebra A ≡
(A,mA, 1A) we denote by AM, MA and AMA the ategories of left, right, and bimodules over
A, respetively. For the k-module of morphisms in AM, MA and AMA we write AHom( , ),
HomA( , ) and AHomA( , ), respetively.
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2 Integrals for Hopf algebroids
Hopf algebroids with bijetive antipodes have been introdued in [6℄, where several equivalent
reformulations of the denition ([6℄, Denition 4.1) have been given. The denition we give in
this setion generalizes the form in ([6℄, Proposition 4.2 iii) by allowing the antipode not to be
bijetive.
Integrals in Hopf algebroids also have been introdued in [6℄. As we shall see, the denition
([6℄, Denition 5.1) applies also in our more general setting. In this setion we introdue integrals
also on Hopf algebroids.
In order for the paper to be self-ontained, we reall some results on bialgebroids from [39, 22,
35, 36, 19℄. For more on bialgebroids we refer to the papers [31, 10, 32, 37℄.
The notions of Takeuhi's ×R-bialgebra [39℄, Lu's bialgebroid [22℄ and Xu's bialgebroid with
anhor [41℄ have been shown to be equivalent in [10℄. We use the denition in the following form:
Denition 2.1. A left bialgebroid AL = (A,B, s, t, γ, π) onsists of two algebras A and B over the
ommutative ring k, whih are alled the total and base algebras, respetively. A is a B ⊗
k
Bop-ring
(i.e. a monoid in B⊗BopMB⊗Bop) via the algebra homomorphisms s : B → A and t : Bop → A,
alled the soure and target maps, respetively. (This means that the ranges of s and t are
ommuting subalgebras in A.) In terms of s and t, one equips A with a B-B bimodule struture
BAB as
b · a · b′: = s(b)t(b′)a for a ∈ A, b, b′ ∈ B.
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The triple (BAB , γ, π) is a B-oring, that is a omonoid in BMB. Introduing Sweedler's onven-
tion γ(a) = a(1) ⊗B a(2) for a ∈ A (where impliit summation is understood), the axioms
a(1)t(b) ⊗B a(2) = a(1)
⊗
B
a(2)s(b) (2.1)
γ(1A) = 1A ⊗B 1A (2.2)
γ(aa′) = γ(a)γ(a′) (2.3)
π(1A) = 1B (2.4)
π (a s◦π(a′)) = π(aa′) (2.5)
π (a t◦π(a′)) = π(aa′) (2.6)
are required for all b ∈ B and a, a′ ∈ A.
Notie that  although A ⊗
B
A is not an algebra  axiom (2.3) makes sense in view of (2.1).
Homomorphisms of left bialgebroids AL = (A,B, s, t, γ, π) → A′L = (A′, B′, s′, t′, γ′, π′) are
pairs of k-algebra homomorphisms (Φ : A→ A′, φ : B → B′) satisfying
s′ ◦ φ = Φ ◦ s (2.7)
t′ ◦ φ = Φ ◦ t (2.8)
γ′ ◦ Φ = p ◦ (Φ ⊗
B
Φ) ◦ γ (2.9)
π′ ◦ Φ = φ◦, π. (2.10)
where in (2.9) A′ is regarded as a B-B bimodule via φ and p : A′ ⊗
B
A′ → A′ ⊗
B′
A′ is the anonial
epimorphism.
The bimodule BAB, appearing in Denition 2.1, is dened in terms of multipliation on the
left. Hene  following the terminology of [19℄  we use the name left bialgebroid for this struture.
In terms of right multipliation one denes right bialgebroids analogously. For the details we refer
to [19℄.
One the map γ : A → A ⊗
B
A is given, we an dene γop : A → A ⊗
Bop
A via a 7→ a(2) ⊗ a(1).
It is straightforward to hek that if AL = (A,B, s, t, γ, π) is a left bialgebroid then AL cop =
(A,Bop, t, s, γop, π) is also a left bialgebroid and AopL = (Aop, B, t, s, γ, π) is a right bialgebroid.
In the ase of a left bialgebroid AL = (A,B, s, t, γ, π), the ategory AM of left A-modules is a
monoidal ategory. As a matter of fat, any left A-module is a B-B bimodule via s and t. The
monoidal produt in AM is dened as the B-module tensor produt with A-module struture
a · (m ⊗
B
m′): = a(1) ·m ⊗B a(2) ·m′ for a ∈ A, m ⊗B m′ ∈M ⊗B M ′.
Just the same way as axiom (2.3), also this denition makes sense in view of (2.1). The monoidal
unit is B with the A-module struture
a · b: = π (as(b)) for a ∈ A, b ∈ B.
Analogously, in the ase of a right bialgebroid AR, the ategory MA of right A-modules is a
monoidal ategory.
The B-oring struture (BAB , γ, π), underlying a left bialgebroid AL = (A,B, s, t, γ, π), gives
rise to a k-algebra struture on any of the B-duals of BAB ([11℄, 17.8). The multipliation on the
k-module ∗A: = BHom(A,B), for example, is given by
(∗φ∗ψ)(a) = ∗ψ
(
t◦∗φ(a(2)) a(1)
)
for ∗φ, ∗ψ ∈ ∗A, a ∈ A (2.11)
and the unit is π. ∗A is a left A-module and A is a right ∗A-module via
a ⇁ ∗φ: = ∗φ( a) and a ↽ ∗φ: = t◦∗φ(a(2)) a(1) (2.12)
for ∗φ ∈ ∗A, a ∈ A. As it is well known [40, 19℄, ∗A is also a B ⊗k Bop-ring via the inlusions
∗s : B → ∗A b 7→ π( )b
∗t : B
op → ∗A b 7→ π ( s(b)) .
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Both maps ∗s and ∗t are split injetions of B-modules with ommon left inverse ∗π : ∗A → B,
∗φ 7→ ∗φ(1A). What is more, if A is nitely generated and projetive as a left B-module, then ∗A
has also a right bialgebroid struture (with soure and target maps ∗s and ∗t, respetively, and
ounit ∗π).
Notie that the algebra ∗A redues to the opposite of the usual dual algebra if (BAB, γ, π)
is a oalgebra over a ommutative ring B. In the ase when A is a nitely generated projetive
left B-module, also the oprodut speializes to the opposite of the usual one in the ase when
A is a bialgebra. This onvention is responsible for duality to ip the notions of left- and right
bialgebroids.
Applying the above formulae to the left bialgebroid (AL)cop, we obtain aB ⊗k Bop-ring struture
on A∗: = HomB(A,B). The inlusions B → A∗ and Bop → A∗ will be denoted by s∗ and t∗,
respetively. In partiular, A∗ is a left A-module and A is a right A∗-module via
a ⇀ φ∗: = ( a) and a ↼ φ∗: = s◦φ∗(a(1)) a(2). (2.13)
If the module A is nitely generated and projetive as a right B-module then A∗ is also a right
bialgebroid.
In the ase of a right bialgebroid AR = (A,B, s, t, γ, π), appliation of the opposite of the
multipliation formula (2.11) to (AR)opcop and to (AR)op results in B ⊗k Bop-ring strutures on
A∗: = HomB(A,B) and ∗A: = BHom(A,B), respetively. We obtain inlusions s∗ : B → A∗,
t∗ : Bop → A∗, ∗s : B → ∗A and ∗t : Bop → ∗A.
In partiular, A∗ and ∗A are right A-modules and A is a left A∗-module and a left ∗A-module
via the formulae
φ∗ ↼ a: = φ∗(a ) and φ∗ ⇀ a: = a(2) t◦φ∗(a(1)) (2.14)
∗φ ↽ a: = ∗φ(a ) and ∗φ ⇁ a: = a(1) s◦∗φ(a(2)) (2.15)
for φ∗ ∈ A∗, ∗φ ∈ ∗A and a ∈ A. If A is nitely generated and projetive as a right, or as a left
B-module then the orresponding dual is also a left bialgebroid.
Before dening the struture that is going to be the subjet of the paper, let us stop here and
introdue some notations. Analogous notations were already used in [6℄.
When dealing with a B ⊗
k
Bop-ring A, we have to fae the situation that A arries dierent
module strutures over the base algebra B. In this situation the usual notation A ⊗
B
A would
be ambiguous. Therefore we make the following notational onvention. In terms of the maps
s : B → A and t : Bop → A, we introdue four B-modules
BA : b · a: = s(b)a
AB : a · b: = t(b)a
AB : a · b = as(b)
BA : b · a = at(b). (2.16)
(Our notation an be memorized as left indees stand for left modules and right indees stand for
right modules. Upper indees are used to label modules dened in terms of right multipliation
and lower indees are used for modules dened in terms of left multipliation.)
In writing B-module tensor produts, we write out expliitly the module strutures of the
fators that are taking part in the tensor produts, and do not put marks under the symbol ⊗.
E.g. we write AB ⊗ BA. Normally we do not denote the module strutures that are not taking
part in the tensor produt, this should be lear from the ontext. In writing elements of tensor
produt modules we do not distinguish between the various module tensor produts. That is, we
write both a⊗ a′ ∈ AB ⊗ BA and c⊗ c′ ∈ AB ⊗ BA, for example.
A left B-module an be onsidered as a right Bop-module, and sometimes we want to take a
module tensor produt over Bop. In this ase we use the name of the orresponding B-module and
the fat that the tensor produt is taken over Bop should be lear from the order of the fators.
For example, BA ⊗ AB is the Bop-module tensor produt of the right Bop module dened via
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multipliation by s(b) on the left, and the left Bop-module dened via multipliation by t(b) on
the left.
In writing multiple tensor produts, we use dierent types of letters to denote whih module
strutures take part in the same tensor produt. For example, the B-module tensor produt
AB ⊗ BA an be given a right B module struture via multipliation by t(b) on the left in the
seond fator. The tensor produt of this right B-module with BA is denoted by AB⊗BAB⊗BA.
We are ready to introdue the struture that is the main subjet of the paper:
Denition 2.2. A Hopf algebroid A = (AL,AR, S) onsists of a left bialgebroid AL = (A,L, sL,
tL, γL, πL), a right bialgebroid AR = (A,R, sR, tR, γR, πR) on the same total algebra A, and a
k-module map S : A→ A, alled the antipode, suh that the following axioms hold true:
i) sL ◦ πL ◦ tR = tR, tL ◦ πL ◦ sR = sR and
sR ◦ πR ◦ tL = tL, tR ◦ πR ◦ sL = sL (2.17)
ii) (γL ⊗ RA) ◦ γR = (AL ⊗ γR) ◦ γL as maps A→ AL ⊗ LAR ⊗ RA and
(γR ⊗ LA) ◦ γL = (AR ⊗ γL) ◦ γR as maps A→ AR ⊗ RAL ⊗ LA (2.18)
iii) S is both an L-L bimodule map LAL → LAL and an R-R bimodule map
RAR → RAR (2.19)
iv) mA ◦ (S ⊗ LA) ◦ γL = sR ◦ πR and
mA ◦ (AR ⊗ S) ◦ γR = sL ◦ πL. (2.20)
If A = (AL,AR, S) is a Hopf algebroid then so is Aopcop = ((AR)opcop, (AL)opcop, S) and if S is
bijetive then also Acop = ((AL)cop, (AR)cop, S−1) and Aop = ((AR)op, (AL)op, S−1).
The following modiation of Sweedler's onvention will turn out to be useful. For a Hopf
algebroid A = (AL,AR, S) we use the notation γL(a) = a(1) ⊗ a(2) with lower indies, and
γR(a) = a
(1) ⊗ a(2) with upper indies for a ∈ A in the ase of the oproduts of AL and of AR,
respetively. The axioms (2.18) read in this notation as
a(1)(1) ⊗ a(1)(2) ⊗ a(2) = a(1) ⊗ a(2)(1) ⊗ a(2)(2)
a(1)
(1) ⊗ a(1)(2) ⊗ a(2) = a(1) ⊗ a(2)(1) ⊗ a(2)(2)
for a ∈ A.
Examples of Hopf algebroids (with bijetive antipode) are olleted in [6℄.
Proposition 2.3. 1) The base algebras L and R of the left and right bialgebroids in a Hopf
algebroid are anti-isomorphi.
2) For a Hopf algebroid A = (AL,AR, S), the pair (S, πL ◦ sR) is a left bialgebroid homomor-
phism (AR)opcop → AL and (S, πR ◦ sL) is a left bialgebroid homomorphism AL → (AR)opcop.
Proof. 1): Both πR ◦ sL and πR ◦ tL are anti-isomorphisms L → R with inverses πL ◦ tR and
πL ◦ sR, respetively.
2): By part 1), the map πL ◦ sR : Rop → L is an algebra homomorphism. It follows from
(2.19), (2.20) and some bialgebroid identities that S : Aop → A is an algebra homomorphism, as
for a, b ∈ A we have
S(1A) = 1A S(1A) = sL ◦ πL(1A) = 1A and
S(ab) = S[tL◦πL(a(2)) a(1) b]
= S[a(1) tL◦πL(b(2)) b(1)] a(2)(1)S(a(2)(2))
= S(a(1)b(1))a(2)
(1)b(2)
(1)S(b(2)
(2))S(a(2)
(2))
= S[a(1)(1)b
(1)
(1)] a
(1)
(2)b
(1)
(2)S(b
(2))S(a(2))
= sR◦πR(a(1)b(1)) S(b(2)) S(a(2))
= S
[
b(2) tR◦πR
(
tR◦πR(a(1)) b(1)
)]
S(a(2))
= S(b) sR◦πR(a(1)) S(a(2)) = S(b)S(a).
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In the veriation of the anti-multipliativity of S, the third equality follows by axioms (2.1)
and (2.20). In the fourth equality we used that, for any x, y ∈ A, there are well dened maps
AL⊗LAR⊗RA→ A, a⊗b⊗c 7→ S(ax)by(1)S(y(2))S(c) and a⊗b⊗c 7→ S(x(1)a)x(2)bS(c)S(y), that
an be omposed with the equal maps (γL⊗RA) ◦ γR = (AL⊗ γR) ◦ γL : A→ AL⊗LAR⊗RA, f.
(2.18). The fth equality follows by (2.3) and (2.20), the sixth equality is a onsequene of (2.19)
and the right bialgebroid analogue of (2.6). The last two equalities both follow by the ounitality
of γR and (2.19), taking into aount that γR(tR(r)b) = tR(r)
(1)b(1)⊗tR(r)(2)b(2) = tR(r)b(1)⊗b(2),
for all r ∈ R and b ∈ A.
Properties (2.7-2.8) follow from (2.19) and (2.17) as
sL ◦ πL ◦ sR = S ◦ tL ◦ πL ◦ sR = S ◦ sR (2.21)
tL ◦ πL ◦ sR = sR = S ◦ tR. (2.22)
Properties (2.9-2.10) are heked on an element a ∈ A as
γL ◦ S(a) = S(a(1)(1))(1)a(1)(2)S(a(2))⊗ S(a(1)(1))(2)
= S(a(1)(1))(1)a
(1)
(2)
(1)
(1)
S(a(2))⊗ S(a(1)(1))(2)a(1)(2)
(1)
(2)S(a
(1)
(2)
(2)
)
=
(
S(a(1)(1))a
(1)
(2)
(1)
)
(1)
S(a(2))⊗
(
S(a(1)(1))a
(1)
(2)
(1)
)
(2)S(a
(1)
(2)
(2)
)
= (S ⊗ S) ◦ γopR (a) (2.23)
πL ◦ S(a) = πL[S(a(1)) sL◦πL(a(2))] = πL[S(a(1))a(2)] = πL ◦ sR ◦ πR(a). (2.24)
In order to hek the ompatibility ondition between S and the oproduts, note that there is a
well dened map AL⊗LAR⊗RA→ AL⊗LA, a⊗ b⊗ c 7→ a⊗ bS(c). Composing it with the equal
maps (γL ⊗ RA) ◦ γR = (AL ⊗ γR) ◦ γL : A→ AL ⊗ LAR ⊗ RA (f. (2.18)), and using (2.20), we
onlude that
a(1)(1) ⊗ a(1)(2)S(a(2)) = a⊗ 1A, for all a ∈ A. (2.25)
Applying to both sides of (2.25) the well dened map AL ⊗ LA → AL ⊗ LA, a ⊗ b 7→ S(a)(1)b ⊗
S(a)(2), we onlude on the rst equality of the omputation in (2.23). In the seond equality
we used (2.25) again. The third equality follows by multipliativity of γL, f. (2.3). The last
equality is derived similarly to the rst one: There is a well dened map AL ⊗ LAR ⊗ RA →
AR ⊗ RA, a ⊗ b ⊗ c 7→ S(a)b ⊗ S(c). Composing it with the equal maps (γL ⊗ RA) ◦ γR =
(AL ⊗ γR) ◦ γL : A → AL ⊗ LAR ⊗ RA, using (2.20) and the identity S ◦ tR = sR, we onlude
that S(a(1))a(2)
(1) ⊗ S(a(2)(2)) = 1 ⊗ S(a), for all a ∈ A. Applying to both sides of this identity
the well dened map AR ⊗ RA → AL ⊗ LA, a ⊗ b 7→ a(1) ⊗ a(2)b, we obtain 1A ⊗ S(a) =(
S(a(1))a(2)
(1)
)
(1)
⊗ (S(a(1))a(2)(1)) (2)S(a(2)(2)), that explains the last equality in (2.23).
In the rst equality of (2.24), we used the ounitality of γL and (2.19). The seond equality
follows by (2.5). To derive the last equality, we made use of (2.20).
The proof is ompleted by the observation that in passing from the Hopf algebroid A to Aopcop
the roles of (S, πL ◦ sR) and (S, πR ◦ sL) beome interhanged.
Proposition 2.4. The left bialgebroid AL in a Hopf algebroid A is a ×L-Hopf algebra in the sense
of [31℄. That is, the map
α : LA⊗AL → AL ⊗ LA a⊗ b→ a(1) ⊗ a(2)b
is bijetive.
Proof. The inverse of α is given by
α−1 : AL ⊗ LA→ LA⊗AL a⊗ b 7→ a(1) ⊗ S(a(2))b.
The relation between the left and the right bialgebroids in a Hopf algebroid A implies relations
between the dual algebras A∗ ≡ HomR(AR, R) and A∗ ≡ HomL(AL, L) and also between ∗A ≡
RHom(
RA,R) and ∗A ≡ LHom(LA,L):
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Lemma 2.5. For a Hopf algebroid A, there exist algebra anti-isomorphisms σ : ∗A → ∗A and
χ : A∗ → A∗ satisfying
a ↽ ∗φ = σ(∗φ)⇁ a and (2.26)
φ∗ ⇀ a = a ↼ χ(φ∗) (2.27)
for all ∗φ ∈ ∗A, φ∗ ∈ A∗ and a ∈ A.
Proof. We leave it to the reader to hek that the maps
σ : ∗A → ∗A ∗φ 7→ πR( ↽ ∗φ) and
χ : A∗ → A∗ φ∗ 7→ πL(φ∗ ⇀ )
are algebra anti-homomorphisms satisfying (2.26-2.27). The inverses are given by
σ−1 : ∗A → ∗A ∗φ 7→ πL(∗φ ⇁ ) and
χ−1 : A∗ → A∗ φ∗ 7→ πR( ↼ φ∗).
Lemma 2.6. For a Hopf algebroid A = (AL,AR, S) with a bijetive antipode S, the following
assertions hold:
1) The module AL is nitely generated and projetive if and only if the module
RA is nitely
generated and projetive.
2) The module LA is nitely generated and projetive if and only if the module A
R
is nitely
generated and projetive.
Proof. 1): In terms of the dual bases, {bi} ⊂ A and {βi∗} ⊂ A∗ for the module AL, the dual
bases, {kj} ⊂ A and {∗κj} ⊂ ∗A for the module RA, an be onstruted by the requirement that∑
j
∗κj ⊗ kj =
∑
i
πR ◦ tL ◦ βi∗ ◦ S ⊗ S−1(bi) as elements of ∗AR ⊗ RA.
The onverse impliation follows by applying the same reasoning to Aopcop.
2) follows by applying part 1) to the Hopf algebroid Aop.
Now we turn to the study of the notion of integrals in Hopf algebroids. For a left bialgebroid
AL = (A,L, sL, tL, γL, πL) and a left A-module M , the invariants of M with respet to AL are
the elements of
Inv(M): = { n ∈M | a · n = sL ◦ πL(a) · n ∀ a ∈ A }.
Clearly, the invariants of M with respet to (AL)cop oinide with its invariants with respet to
AL. The invariants of a right A-module M with respet to a right bialgebroid AR are dened as
the invariants of M (viewed as a left Aop-module) with respet to (AR)op.
Denition 2.7. The left integrals in a left bialgebroid AL are the invariants of the left regular
A-module with respet to AL.
The right integrals in a right bialgebroid AR are the invariants of the right regular A-module
with respet to AR.
The left/right integrals in a Hopf algebroid A = (AL,AR, S) are the left/right integrals in
AL/AR, that is, the elements of
L(A) = { ℓ ∈ A | aℓ = sL◦πL(a) ℓ ∀ a ∈ A } and
R(A) = { ℘ ∈ A | ℘a = ℘ sR◦πR(a) ∀ a ∈ A }.
For any Hopf algebroid A = (AL,AR, S), we have L(A) = R(Aopcop) and if S is bijetive then
also L(A) = L(Acop) = R(Aop). Sine for ℓ ∈ L(A) and a ∈ A,
S(ℓ)a = S[tL◦πL(a(1)) ℓ]a(2) = S(a(1)ℓ)a(2) = S(ℓ) sR◦πR(a),
we have S (L(A)) ⊆ R(A) and, similarly, S (R(A)) ⊆ L(A).
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Sholium 2.8. The following properties of an element ℓ ∈ A are equivalent:
1.a) ℓ ∈ L(A)
1.b) S(a)ℓ(1) ⊗ ℓ(2) = ℓ(1) ⊗ aℓ(2) ∀a ∈ A
1.c) aℓ(1) ⊗ S(ℓ(2)) = ℓ(1) ⊗ S(ℓ(2))a ∀a ∈ A.
The following properties of the element ℘ ∈ A are also equivalent:
2.a) ℘ ∈ R(A)
2.b) ℘(1) ⊗ ℘(2)S(a) = ℘(1)a⊗ ℘(2) ∀a ∈ A
2.c) S(℘(1))⊗ ℘(2)a = aS(℘(1))⊗ ℘(2) ∀a ∈ A.
By omodules over a left bialgebroid AL = (A,L, sL, tL, γL, πL) we mean omodules over the
L-oring (LAL, γL, πL), and by omodules over a right bialgebroid AR = (A,R, sR, tR, γR, πR)
we mean omodules over the R-oring (RAR, γR, πR). The pair (LA, γL) is a left omodule,
and (AL, γL) is a right omodule over the left bialgebroid AL. Sine the L-oring (LAL, γL, πL)
possesses a grouplike element 1A, also (L, sL) is a left omodule and (L, tL) is a right omodule
over AL (see [11℄, 28.2). Similarly, (AR, γR) and (R, sR) are right omodules, and (RA, γR) and
(R, tR) are left omodules over AR.
Denition 2.9. An s-integral on a left bialgebroid AL = (A,L, sL, tL, γL, πL) is a left AL-
omodule map ∗ρ : (LA, γL)→ (L, sL). That is, an element of
R(∗A): = { ∗ρ ∈ ∗A | (AL ⊗ ∗ρ) ◦ γL = sL ◦ ∗ρ }.
A t-integral on AL is a right AL-omodule map (AL, γL)→ (L, tL). That is, an element of
R(A∗): = { ρ∗ ∈ A∗ | (ρ∗ ⊗ LA) ◦ γL = tL ◦ ρ∗ }.
An s-integral on a right bialgebroid AR = (A,R, sR, tR, γR, πR) is a right AR-omodule map
(AR, γR)→ (R, sR). That is, an element of
L(A∗): = { λ∗ ∈ A∗ | (λ∗ ⊗ RA) ◦ γR = sR ◦ λ∗ }.
A t-integral on AR is a left AR-omodule map (RA, γR)→ (R, tR). That is, an element of
L(∗A): = { ∗λ ∈ ∗A | (AR ⊗ ∗λ) ◦ γR = tR ◦ ∗λ }.
The right/left s- and t-integrals on a Hopf algebroid A = (AL,AR, S) are the s- and t-integrals on
AL/AR.
The integrals on a left/right bialgebroid are heked to be invariants of the appropriate right/left
regular module  justifying our usage of the terms `right' and `left' integrals for them (f. the
remark in Setion 2 about our using the opposite - o-opposite of the onvention usual in the ase
of bialgebras, when dening the dual bialgebroids ∗A and A∗). As a matter of fat, for example,
if ∗ρ ∈ R(∗A) then
[∗ρ ∗φ](a) = ∗φ(a ↼ ∗ρ) = ∗φ(sL ◦ ∗ρ(a)) = ∗ρ(a) ∗φ(1A) = [∗ρ ∗s◦∗π(∗φ)](a) (2.28)
for all ∗φ ∈ ∗A and a ∈ A. If the module LA is nitely generated and projetive (hene ∗A is a
right bialgebroid) then also the onverse is true, so in this ase the s-integrals on AL are the same
as the right integrals in ∗A. Similar statements hold true on the elements of R(A∗), L(A∗) and
L(∗A).
The reader should be warned that integrals on Hopf algebras H over ommutative rings k are
dened in the literature sometimes as omodule maps H → k  similarly to our Denition 2.9 ,
sometimes by the analogue of the weaker invariant ondition (2.28).
For any Hopf algebroid A, we have R(∗A) = L((Aopcop)∗) and R(A∗) = L(∗(Aopcop)). If the
antipode is bijetive then also R(∗A) = R((Acop)∗) = L(∗(Aop)).
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Sholium 2.10. Let A = (AL,AR, S) be a Hopf algebroid. The following properties of an element
∗ρ ∈ ∗A are equivalent:
1.a) ∗ρ ∈ R(∗A)
1.b) πR ◦ sL ◦ ∗ρ ∈ L(∗A)
1.c) sL◦∗ρ
(
aS(b(1))
)
b(2) = tL◦∗ρ
(
a(2)S(b)
)
a(1) ∀a, b ∈ A.
The following properties of an element ρ∗ ∈ A∗ are equivalent:
2.a) ρ∗ ∈ R(A∗)
2.b) πR ◦ tL ◦ ρ∗ ∈ L(A∗)
2.c) tL◦ρ∗(ab(1)) S(b(2)) = sL◦ρ∗(a(1)b) a(2) ∀a, b ∈ A.
The following properties of an element λ∗ ∈ A∗ are equivalent:
3.a) λ∗ ∈ L(A∗)
3.b) πL ◦ sR ◦ λ∗ ∈ R(A∗)
3.c) a(1) sR◦λ∗
(
S(a(2))b
)
= b(2) tR◦λ∗
(
S(a)b(1)
)
∀a, b ∈ A.
The following properties of an element
∗λ ∈ ∗A are equivalent:
4.a) ∗λ ∈ L(∗A)
4.b) πL ◦ tR ◦ ∗λ ∈ R(∗A)
4.c) S(a(1)) tR◦∗λ(a(2)b) = b(1) sR◦ ∗λ(ab(2)) ∀a, b ∈ A.
In partiular, for ∗ρ ∈ R(∗A) the element ∗ρ◦S belongs to R(A∗) and for λ∗ ∈ L(A∗) the element
λ∗ ◦ S belongs to L(∗A).
3 Mashke type theorems
The most lassial version of Mashke's theorem [23℄ onsiders group algebras over elds. It
states that the group algebra of a nite group G over a eld F is semi-simple if and only if the
harateristi of F does not divide the order of G. This result has been generalized to nite
dimensional Hopf algebras H over elds F by Sweedler [33℄ proving that H is a separable F -
algebra if and only if it is semi-simple and if and only if there exists a normalized left integral
in H . The proof goes as follows. It is a lassial result that a separable algebra over a eld is
semi-simple. If H is semi-simple then, in partiular, the H-module on F , dened in terms of the
ounit, is projetive. This means that the ounit, as an H-module map H → F , splits. Its right
inverse maps the unit of F into a normalized integral. Finally, in terms of a normalized integral
one an onstrut an H-bilinear right inverse for the multipliation map H ⊗
F
H → H .
The only diulty in the generalization of Mashke's theorem to Hopf algebras over ommu-
tative rings omes from the fat that in the ase of an algebra A over a ommutative base ring
k, separability does not imply the semi-simpliity of A in the sense [29℄ that every (left or right)
A-module was projetive. It implies [16, 17℄, however, that every A-module is (A, k)-projetive,
i.e. that every epimorphism of A-modules whih is k-split, is also A-split. In order to avoid on-
fusion, we will say that the k-algebra A is semi-simple [29℄ if it is an Artinian semi-simple ring i.e.
if any A-module is projetive. By the terminology of [16℄ we all A a (left or right) semi-simple
extension of k if any (left or right) A-module is (A, k)-projetive.
Sine the ounit of a Hopf algebra H over a ommutative ring k is a split epimorphism of k-
modules, Mashke's theorem generalizes to this ase in the following form [13, 21℄. The extension
k → H is separable if and only if it is (left and right) semi-simple and if and only if there exist
normalized (left and right) integrals in H .
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In this setion we investigate the properties of the total algebra of a Hopf algebroid as an
extension of the base algebra, that are equivalent to the existene of normalized integrals in the
Hopf algebroid. Dually, we investigate also the properties of the oring over the base algebra
underlying a Hopf algebroid, that are equivalent to the existene of normalized integrals on the
Hopf algebroid (in any of the four possible senses).
A Mashke type theorem on ertain Hopf algebroids an be obtained also by appliation of
([38℄, Theorem 4.2). Notie, however, that the Hopf algebroids ourring this way are only the
Frobenius Hopf algebroids (disussed in Setion 4 below), that is the Hopf algebroids possessing
non-degenerate integrals (whih are alled Frobenius integrals in [38℄).
Following Theorem 3.1 generalizes results from ([13℄, Proposition 4.7) and ([21℄, Theorem 3.3).
Theorem 3.1. (Mashke Theorem for Hopf algebroids.) The following assertions on a Hopf
algebroid A = (AL,AR, S) are equivalent:
1.a) The extension sR : R → A is separable. That is, the multipliation map AR ⊗ RA → A
splits as an A-A bimodule epimorphism.
1.b) The extension tR : R
op → A is separable. That is, the multipliation map RA⊗ AR → A
splits as an A-A bimodule epimorphism.
1.) The extension sL : L → A is separable. That is, the multipliation map AL ⊗ LA → A
splits as an A-A bimodule epimorphism.
1.d) The extension tL : L
op → A is separable. That is, the multipliation map LA ⊗ AL → A
splits as an A-A bimodule epimorphism.
2.a) The extension sR : R → A is right semi-simple. That is, any right A-module is (A,R)-
projetive.
2.b) The extension tR : R
op → A is right semi-simple. That is, any right A-module is (A,Rop)-
projetive.
2.) The extension sL : L → A is left semi-simple. That is, any left A-module is (A,L)-
projetive.
2.d) The extension tL : L
op → A is left semi-simple. That is, any left A-module is (A,Lop)-
projetive.
3.a) There exists a normalized left integral in A. That is, an element ℓ ∈ L(A) suh that
πL(ℓ) = 1L.
3.b) There exists a normalized right integral in A. That is, an element ℘ ∈ R(A) suh that
πR(℘) = 1R.
4.a) The epimorphism πR : A→ R splits as a right A-module map.
4.b) The epimorphism πL : A→ L splits as a left A-module map.
Proof. 1.a)⇒ 2.a), 1.b)⇒ 2.b), 1.c)⇒ 2.c) and 1.d)⇒ 2.d): It is proven in ([17℄, Proposition
2.6) that a separable extension is both left- and right semi-simple.
2.a)⇒ 4.a) ( 2.b)⇒ 4.a) ): The epimorphism πR is split as a right ( left ) R-module map by
sR ( by tR ), hene it is split as a right A-module map.
4.a)⇒ 3.b): Let ν : R→ A be the right inverse of πR inMA. Then ℘: = ν(1R) is a normalized
right integral in A.
3.a)⇔ 3.b): By part 2) of Proposition 2.3 the antipode takes a normalized left/right integral
to a normalized right/left integral.
3.a)⇒ 1.a) and 3.b)⇒ 1.b): If ℓ is a normalized left integral in A then, by Sholium 2.8, the
required right inverse of the multipliation map AR⊗RA→ A is given by the A-A bimodule map
a 7→ aℓ(1)⊗S(ℓ(2)) ≡ ℓ(1)⊗S(ℓ(2))a. Similarly, if ℘ is a normalized right integral in A then the right
inverse of the multipliation map
RA⊗AR → A is given by a 7→ aS(℘(1))⊗℘(2) ≡ S(℘(1))⊗℘(2)a.
The proof is ompleted by applying the above arguments to the Hopf algebroid Aopcop.
Let us make a omment on the semi-simpliity of the algebra A (f. [17℄, Proposition 1.3).
If R is a semi-simple algebra and the equivalent onditions of Theorem 3.1 hold true, then A 
being a semi-simple extension of a semi-simple algebra  is a semi-simple algebra. On the other
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hand, notie that ondition 4.a) in Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to the projetivity of the right A-
module R. Hene if A is a semi-simple k-algebra then the equivalent onditions of the theorem
hold true. It is not true, however, that the semi-simpliity of the total algebra implied the semi-
simpliity of the base algebra (whih was shown by Lomp to be the ase in Hopf algebras [21℄).
A ounterexample an be onstruted as follows: If B is a Frobenius algebra over a ommutative
ring k then A: = Endk(B) has a Hopf algebroid struture over the base B [7℄. If B is a Frobenius
algebra over a eld  whih an be non-semi-simple!  then A is a Hopf algebroid with semi-simple
total algebra.
Following Theorem 3.2 an be onsidered as a dual of Theorem 3.1 in the sense that it speaks
about orings over the base algebras instead of algebra extensions. It is important to emphasize,
however, that the two theorems are independent results. Even in the ase of Hopf algebroids suh
that all module strutures (2.16) are nitely generated and projetive, the duals are not known to
be Hopf algebroids.
Reall that the dual notion of that of a relative projetive module is the relative injetive
omodule. Namely, a omodule M for an R-oring A is alled (A,R)-injetive ([11℄, 18.18) if
any monomorphism of A-omodules from M , whih splits as an R-module map, splits also as an
A-omodule map.
Theorem 3.2. (Dual Mashke Theorem for Hopf algebroids.) The following assertions on a Hopf
algebroid A = (AL,AR, S) are equivalent:
1.a) The R-oring (RAR, γR, πR) is oseparable. That is, the omultipliation γR : A→ AR ⊗
RA splits as an AR-AR biomodule monomorphism.
1.b) The L-oring (LAL, γL, πL) is oseparable. That is, the omultipliation γL : A→ AL⊗LA
splits as an AL-AL biomodule monomorphism.
2.a) Any right AR-omodule is (AR, R)-injetive.
2.b) Any left AR-omodule is (AR, R)-injetive.
2.) Any left AL-omodule is (AL, L)-injetive.
2.d) Any right AL-omodule is (AL, L)-injetive.
3.a) There exists a normalized left s-integral on A. That is, an element λ∗ ∈ L(A∗) suh that
λ∗(1A) = 1R.
3.b) There exists a normalized left t-integral on A. That is, an element ∗λ ∈ L(∗A) suh that
∗λ(1A) = 1R.
3.) There exists a normalized right s-integral on A. That is, an element ∗ρ ∈ R(∗A) suh
that ∗ρ(1A) = 1L.
3.d) There exists a normalized right t-integral on A. That is, an element ρ∗ ∈ R(A∗) suh
that ρ∗(1A) = 1L.
4.a) The monomorphism sR : R→ A splits as a right AR-omodule map.
4.b) The monomorphism tR : R→ A splits as a left AR-omodule map.
4.) The monomorphism sL : L→ A splits as a left AL-omodule map.
4.d) The monomorphism tL : L→ A splits as a right AL-omodule map.
Proof. 1.a)⇒ 2.a), 2.b) is proven in ([11℄, 26.1).
2.a)⇒ 4.a) ( 2.b)⇒ 4.b) ): The monomorphism sR ( tR ) is split as a right ( left ) R-module
map by πR hene it is split as a right ( left ) AR-omodule map.
4.a)⇒ 3.a) and 4.b)⇒ 3.b): The left inverse λ∗ of sR in the ategory of right AR-omodules
is a normalized s-integral on AR by very denition. Similarly, the left inverse ∗λ of tR in the
ategory of left AR-omodules is a normalized t-integral on AR.
3.a)⇒ 3.b): If λ∗ is a normalized s-integral on AR then λ∗ ◦ S is a normalized t-integral on
AR by Sholium 2.10.
3.b)⇒ 1.a): In terms of the normalized t-integral ∗λ on AR the required right inverse of the
oprodut γR is onstruted as the map
AR ⊗ RA→ A, a⊗ b 7→ tR◦∗λ
(
aS(b(1))
)
b(2).
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It is heked to be an AR-AR biomodule map using that by Sholium 2.10, 4.b) and 1.) we have
tR◦∗λ
(
aS(b(1))
)
b(2) = a
(1) sR◦πR[ tR◦∗λ
(
a(2)S(b(1))
)
b(2) ] for all a, b in A.
3.a)⇔ 3.d) follows from Sholium 2.10, 2.b).
The remaining equivalenes are proven by applying the above arguments to the Hopf algebroid
Aopcop.
The proofs of Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 an be unied if one formulates them as equivalent state-
ments on the forgetful funtors from the ategory of A-modules, and from the ategory of AL or
AR-omodules, respetively, to the ategory of L- or R-modules  as it is done in the ase of Hopf
algebras over ommutative rings in [13℄. We belive (together with the referee), however, that the
above formulation in terms of algebra extensions and orings, respetively, is more appealing.
4 Frobenius Hopf algebroids and non-degenerate integrals
A left or right integral ℓ in a Hopf algebra (H,∆, ǫ, S) over a ommutative ring k is alled non-
degenerate [20℄ if the maps
Homk(H, k)→ H φ 7→ (φ⊗H) ◦∆(ℓ) and
Homk(H, k)→ H φ 7→ (H ⊗ φ) ◦∆(ℓ)
are bijetive.
The notion of non-degenerate integrals is made relevant by the Larson-Sweedler Theorem [20℄
stating that a free and nite dimensional bialgebra over a prinipal ideal domain is a Hopf algebra
if and only if there exists a non-degenerate left integral in H .
The Larson-Sweedler Theorem has been extended by Pareigis [28℄ to Hopf algebras over om-
mutative rings with trivial Piard group. He proved also that a bialgebra over an arbitrary
ommutative ring k, whih is a Frobenius k-algebra, is a Hopf algebra if and only if there exists a
Frobenius funtional ψ : H → k satisfying in addition
(H ⊗ ψ) ◦∆ = 1Hψ( ).
As a matter of fat, based on the results of [28℄, the following variant of ([14℄, 3.2 Theorem 31)
an be proven:
Theorem 4.1. The following properties of a Hopf algebra (H,∆, ǫ, S) over a ommutative ring k
are equivalent:
1) H is a Frobenius k-algebra.
2) There exists a non-degenerate left integral in H.
3) There exists a non-degenerate right integral in H.
4) There exists a non-degenerate left integral on H. That is, a Frobenius funtional ψ : H → k
satisfying (H ⊗ ψ) ◦∆ = 1Hψ( ).
5) There exists a non-degenerate right integral on H. That is, a Frobenius funtional ψ : H → k
satisfying (ψ ⊗H) ◦∆ = 1Hψ( ).
The main subjet of the present setion is a generalization of Theorem 4.1 to Hopf algebroids.
The most important tool in the proof of Theorem 4.1 is the Fundamental Theorem for Hopf
modules [20℄. A very general form of it has been proven by Brzezi«ski ([8℄, Theorem 5.6, see also
[11℄, 28.19) in the framework of orings. It an be applied in our setting as follows.
Hopf modules over bialgebroids are examples of Doi-Koppinen modules over algebras, studied
in [9℄. A left-left Hopf module over a left bialgebroid AL = (A,L, sL, tL, γL, πL) is a left omodule
for the omonoid (A, γL, πL) in the ategory of left A-modules. That is, a pair (M, τ) where M is
a left A-module, hene a left L-module LM via sL. The pair (LM, τ) is a left AL-omodule suh
that τ :M → AL ⊗ LM is a left A-module map to the module
a · (b⊗m): = a(1)b⊗ a(2) ·m for a ∈ A, b⊗m ∈ AL ⊗ LM.
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The right-right Hopf modules over a right bialgebroid AR are the left-left Hopf modules over
(AR)opcop.
It follows from ([9℄, Proposition 4.1) that the left-left Hopf modules over AL are the left
omodules over the A-oring
W : = (AL ⊗ LA, γL ⊗ LA, πL ⊗ LA), (4.1)
where the A-A bimodule struture is given by
a · (b ⊗ c) · d: = a(1)b⊗ a(2)cd for a, d ∈ A, b⊗ c ∈ AL ⊗ LA.
The oring (4.1) was studied in [2℄. It was shown to possess a group-like element 1A⊗1A ∈ AL⊗LA
and orresponding oinvariant subalgebra tL(L) in A. The oring (4.1) is Galois (w.r.t. the group-
like element 1A ⊗ 1A) if and only if AL is a ×L-Hopf algebra in the sense of [31℄. Sine in a Hopf
algebroid A = (AL,AR, S) the left bialgebroid AL is a ×L-Hopf algebra by Proposition 2.4, the
A-oring (4.1) is Galois in this ase. Denote the ategory of left-left Hopf modules over AL (i.e. of
left omodules over the oring (4.1)) by
WM. The appliation of ([8℄, Theorem 5.6) results that if
A = (AL,AR, S) is a Hopf algebroid, suh that the module LA is faithfully at, then the funtor
G : WM→ML (M, τ) 7→ Coinv(M)L: = { m ∈M | τ(m) = 1A ⊗m ∈ AL ⊗ LM } (4.2)
(where the right L-module struture on Coinv(M) is given via tL) and the indution funtor
F :ML → WM NL 7→ (LA⊗NL, γL ⊗NL) (4.3)
(where the left A-module struture on LA⊗NL is given by left multipliation in the rst fator)
are inverse equivalenes.
In the ase of Hopf algebras H over ommutative rings k, these arguments lead to the Funda-
mental Theorem only for faithfully at Hopf algebras. The proof of the Fundamental Theorem in
[20℄, however, does not rely on any assumption on the k-module struture of H . Sine the Hopf
algebroid struture is more restritive than the ×L-Hopf algebra struture, one hopes to prove
the Fundamental Theorem for Hopf algebroids also under milder assumptions  using the whole
strength of the Hopf algebroid struture.
In the following theorem, Sweedler's index notation τ(m) = m〈−1〉 ⊗m〈0〉 (with impliit sum-
mation) is used, for the left oation τ : M → W ⊗A M ∼= AL ⊗ LM of the onstituent left
L-bialgebroid AL in a Hopf algebroid A, on a left AL-omodule M and m ∈M .
Theorem 4.2. (Fundamental Theorem for Hopf algebroids.) Let A = (AL,AR, S) be a Hopf
algebroid and W be the A-oring (4.1). Assume that the kernel of the maps
M → AL ⊗ LM, m 7→ (m〈−1〉 ⊗m〈0〉)− (1A ⊗m) (4.4)
is preserved by the funtor
LA ⊗ − : ML →ML, for any M ∈ WM (e.g. LA is a at module).
Then the funtors G : WM→ML in (4.2) and F :ML → WM in (4.3) are inverse equivalenes.2
Proof. We onstrut natural isomorphisms α : F ◦G→ WM and β : G ◦ F →ML. The map
αM :
LA⊗ Coinv(M)L →M a⊗m 7→ a ·m
is a leftW-omodule map and natural in M . The isomorphism property is proven by onstruting
the inverse
α−1M :M → LA⊗ Coinv(M)L m 7→ m〈−1〉(1) ⊗ S(m〈−1〉(2)) ·m〈0〉.
2
In the arXiv version of [3℄, a more restritive notion of a omodule of a Hopf algebroid is studied, f. [3, arXiv
version, Denition 2.19℄. The total algebra A of any Hopf algebroid A an be regarded as a monoid in the monoidal
ategory of A-omodules in this more restritive sense. In this setting, the ategory of A-modules in the ategory of
A-omodules, and the ategory of modules for the base algebra L of A, were proven to be equivalent, without any
further (equalizer preserving) assumption, see [3, Theorem 3.26 and Remark 3.27℄. That is, in the arXiv version of
[3℄, a weaker statement is proven under weaker assumptions.
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It requires some work to hek that α−1M (m) belongs to
LA ⊗ Coinv(M)L. By the assumption
that the kernel of (4.4) is preserved by the funtor
LA ⊗ − : ML → ML, we need to show only
that
m〈−1〉
(1)⊗
(
S(m〈−1〉
(2)) ·m〈0〉
)
〈−1〉
⊗
(
S(m〈−1〉
(2)) ·m〈0〉
)
〈0〉
= m〈−1〉
(1)⊗1A⊗S(m〈−1〉(2))·m〈0〉,
(4.5)
as elements of
LA⊗AL ⊗ LML, for all m ∈M . Compose the well dened map
AR ⊗ RAL ⊗ LA→ AR ⊗ RA, a⊗ b⊗ c 7→ a⊗ S(b)c
with the equal maps (γR ⊗ LA) ◦ γL = (AR ⊗ γL) ◦ γR : A→ AR ⊗ RAL ⊗ LA (f. (2.18)) in order
to onlude that, for any a ∈ A,
a(1)
(1) ⊗ S(a(1)(2))a(2) = a(1) ⊗ S(a(2)(1))a(2)(2) = a(1) ⊗ sR ◦ πR(a(2)) = a⊗ 1A. (4.6)
In (4.6), in the seond equality (2.20) was used, and the last equality follows by the ounitality of
γR. Using the left A-linearity of the oation τ :M →W⊗AM ∼= AL⊗LM , anti-omultipliativity
of the antipode (f. Proposition 2.3(2)), oassoiativity of τ and γR and nally (4.6), the left hand
side of (4.5) is omputed to be equal to
m〈−2〉
(1) ⊗ S(m〈−2〉(2))(1)m〈−1〉 ⊗ S(m〈−2〉(2))(2) ·m〈0〉
= m〈−2〉
(1) ⊗ S(m〈−2〉(2)
(2)
)m〈−1〉 ⊗ S(m〈−2〉(2)
(1)
) ·m〈0〉
= m〈−1〉(1)
(1)(1) ⊗ S(m〈−1〉(1)(2))m〈−1〉(2) ⊗ S(m〈−1〉(1)(1)
(2)
) ·m〈0〉
= m〈−1〉
(1) ⊗ 1A ⊗ S(m〈−1〉(2)) ·m〈0〉.
Thus it follows that α−1M (m) belongs to
LA ⊗ Coinv(M)L for all m ∈ M , as stated. By (2.20)
and the ounitality of τ , αM ◦ α−1M (m) = m, for all m ∈ M . It follows by (4.6) that also
α−1M ◦ αM (a⊗m) = a⊗m, for all a⊗m ∈ LA⊗ Coinv(M)L.
The oinvariants of the left W-omodule LA⊗NL are the elements of
Coinv(LA⊗NL) = {
∑
i
ai ⊗ ni ∈ LA⊗NL |
∑
i
ai ⊗ ni =
∑
i
sR ◦ πR(ai)⊗ ni },
hene the map
βN : Coinv(
LA⊗NL)→ N
∑
i
ai ⊗ ni 7→
∑
i
ni · πL ◦ S(ai) ≡
∑
i
ni · πL(ai)
is a right L-module map and natural in N . It is an isomorphism with inverse
β−1N : N → Coinv(LA⊗NL) n 7→ 1A ⊗ n.
An analogous result for right-right Hopf modules overAR an be obtained by applying Theorem
4.2 to the Hopf algebroid Aopcop.
Proposition 4.3. Let A = (AL,AR, S) be a Hopf algebroid and (M, τ) be a left-left Hopf module
over AL. Then Coinv(M) is a k-diret summand of M .
Proof. In light of (4.6), the anonial inlusion Coinv(M)→M is split by the k-module map
EM : M → Coinv(M) m 7→ S(m〈−1〉) ·m〈0〉. (4.7)
As the next step towards our goal, let us assume that A = (AL,AR, S) is a Hopf algebroid
suh that the module AL is nitely generated and projetive. Under this assumption we equip A∗
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with the struture of a left-left Hopf module over AL. Similarly, in the ase when the module RA
is nitely generated and projetive, we equip A∗ with the struture of a right-right Hopf module
over AR.
Let {bi} ⊂ A and {βi∗} ⊂ A∗ be dual bases for the module AL. A left AL-omodule struture
on A∗ an be introdued via the L-ation
LA∗ : l · φ∗: = φ∗ ↼ S ◦ sL(l) for l ∈ L, φ∗ ∈ A∗
and the left oation
τL : A∗ → AL ⊗ LA∗ φ∗ 7→
∑
i
bi ⊗ χ−1(βi∗)φ∗. (4.8)
Similarly, let {kj} ⊂ A and {∗κj} ⊂ ∗A be dual bases for the module RA. A right AR-omodule
struture on A∗ an be introdued by the right R-ation
A∗R : φ∗ · r: = φ∗ ↼ sR(r) for r ∈ R, φ∗ ∈ A∗
and the right oation
τR : A∗ → A∗R ⊗ RA φ∗ 7→
∑
i
χ−1(πL ◦ tR ◦ ∗κj ◦ S)φ∗ ⊗ kj , (4.9)
where χ : A∗ → A∗ is the algebra anti-isomorphism (2.27). Note that the oations (4.8) and
(4.9) are independent of the hoie of the dual bases.
Lemma. Let A = (AL,AR, S) be a Hopf algebroid and onsider the algebra anti-isomorphism χ
in (2.27). For any a, b ∈ A and ψ∗ ∈ A∗,
χ
(
χ−1(ψ∗)↼ a
)
(b) = πL ◦ tR ◦ πR
(
sL ◦ ψ∗(a(1)b)a(2)
)
and (4.10)
χ
(
χ−1(ψ∗)↼ S(a)
)
(b) = πL
(
a(1)tL ◦ ψ∗(S(a(2))b)
)
. (4.11)
Proof. By the form of χ and its inverse, for a, b ∈ A and ψ∗ ∈ A∗,
χ
(
χ−1(ψ∗)↼ a
)
(b) = πL
(
b(2)tR ◦ πR(sL ◦ ψ∗(a(1)b(1)(1))a(2)b(1)(2))
)
.
For any a ∈ A and ψ∗ ∈ A∗, there is a well dened map AL ⊗ LAR ⊗ RA → A, x ⊗ y ⊗ z 7→
ztR ◦πR(sL ◦ψ∗(a(1)x)a(2)y). Composing it with the equal maps (γL⊗RA)◦γR = (AL⊗γR)◦γL :
A→ AL ⊗ LAR ⊗ RA, we onlude that
χ
(
χ−1(ψ∗)↼ a
)
(b) = πL
(
b(2)
(2)tR ◦ πR(sL ◦ ψ∗(a(1)b(1))a(2)b(2)(1))
)
.
Applying the right bialgebroid analogue of (2.6) (in the rst equality), ounitality of γR (in the
seond equality), (2.5), (2.17) and the left R-linearity of πR (in the third equality), and (2.1)
together with the ounitality of γL (in the last equality), we onlude that
χ
(
χ−1(ψ∗)↼ a
)
(b) = πL
(
b(2)
(2)tR ◦ πR(tR ◦ πR(sL ◦ ψ∗(a(1)b(1))a(2))b(2)(1))
)
= πL
(
tR ◦ πR(sL ◦ ψ∗(a(1)b(1))a(2))b(2)
)
= πL ◦ tR ◦ πR
(
sL ◦ ψ∗(a(1)b(1))a(2)sL ◦ πL(b(2))
)
= πL ◦ tR ◦ πR
(
sL ◦ ψ∗(a(1)b)a(2)
)
.
Hene
χ
(
χ−1(ψ∗)↼ S(a)
)
(b) = πL ◦ tR ◦ πR
(
sL ◦ ψ∗(S(a)(1)b)S(a)(2)
)
= πL
(
a(1)tL ◦ ψ∗(S(a(2))b)
)
,
where the last equality follows by Proposition 2.3 (2).
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Proposition 4.4. Let A = (AL,AR, S) be a Hopf algebroid.
1) Introdue the left A-module
AA∗ : a · φ∗: = φ∗ ↼ S(a) for a ∈ A, φ∗ ∈ A∗.
If the module AL is nitely generated and projetive, then (AA∗, τL)  where τL is the map (4.8)
 is a left-left Hopf module over AL.
2) Introdue the right A-module
A∗A : φ∗ · a: = φ∗ ↼ a for a ∈ A, φ∗ ∈ A∗.
If the module
RA is nitely generated and projetive, then (A∗A, τR)  where τR is the map (4.9)
 is a right-right Hopf module over AR.
The oinvariants of both Hopf modules (AA∗, τL) and (A∗A, τR) are the elements of L(A∗).
Proof. 1): We have to show that τL is a left A-module map. That is, for all a ∈ A and φ∗ ∈ A∗
∑
i
bi ⊗ χ−1(βi∗) (φ∗ ↼ S(a)) =
∑
i
a(1)bi ⊗
(
χ−1(βi∗)φ
∗
)
↼ S(a(2)) (4.12)
as elements of AL ⊗ LA∗. Note that for all φ∗, ψ∗ ∈ A∗ and a ∈ A
(φ∗ψ∗) ↼ a = (φ∗ ↼ a(2))(ψ∗ ↼ a(1)). (4.13)
Sine AL is nitely generated and projetive by assumption, using (4.13) and the dual basis
property of {bi} and {βi∗}, one heks that (4.12) is equivalent to the identity(
χ−1(ψ∗)↼ sL ◦ πL(a(1))
)
(φ∗ ↼ S(a(2))) =
∑
i
(
χ−1(βi∗) ↼ S
[
sL◦ψ∗(a(1)bi) a(2)
])
(φ∗ ↼ S(a(3)))
that is equivalent also to
χ−1(ψ∗)↼ sL ◦ πL(a) =
∑
i
χ−1(βi∗)↼ S
[
sL◦ψ∗(a(1)bi) a(2)
]
, (4.14)
for all a ∈ A, ψ∗ ∈ A∗. Thus we have to prove (4.14). By (4.11), for any x ∈ A,∑
i
χ
(
χ−1(βi∗)↼ S(sL ◦ ψ∗(a(1)bi)a(2))
)
(x)
=
∑
i
πL
(
sL ◦ ψ∗(a(1)bi)a(2)(1)tL ◦ βi∗(S(a(2)(2))x)
)
=
∑
i
ψ∗
(
tL ◦ πL(a(2)(1)tL ◦ βi∗(S(a(2)(2))x))a(1)bi
)
. (4.15)
For any x ∈ A and β∗ ∈ A∗, there is a well dened map AL ⊗ LAR ⊗ RA → A, a ⊗ b ⊗ c 7→
tL ◦ πL(btL ◦ β∗(S(c)x))a. Composing it with the equal maps (AL ⊗ γR) ◦ γL = (γL ⊗ RA) ◦ γR :
A→ AL ⊗ LAR ⊗ RA, we onlude that (4.15) is equal to∑
i
ψ∗
(
tL ◦ πL(a(1)(2)tL ◦ βi∗(S(a(2))x))a(1)(1)bi
)
=
∑
i
ψ∗
(
a(1)tL ◦ βi∗(S(a(2))x)bi
)
= ψ∗
(
a(1)S(a(2))x
)
= ψ∗ (sL ◦ πL(a)x) .
That is,
∑
i χ
−1(βi∗) ↼ S(sL ◦ ψ∗(a(1)bi)a(2)) = χ−1(ψ∗(sL ◦ πL(a)−)). Sine for any l ∈ L,
χ−1 (ψ∗(sL(l)−)) = χ−1(ψ∗)↼ sL(l), this proves (4.14) hene laim 1).
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For the Hopf module (AA∗, τL), a projetion onto the oinvariants is given by the map (4.7),
that takes the expliit form
EA∗ : A∗ → Coinv(A∗) φ∗ 7→
∑
i
χ−1(βi∗)φ
∗ ↼ S2(bi). (4.16)
A left s-integral λ∗ on A is a oinvariant, sine it is an invariant of the left regular A∗-module and
so for all a ∈ A
EA∗(λ
∗)(a) =
∑
i
χ−1(βi∗)(1A)λ
∗
(
S2(bi)a
)
= λ∗
[
S2
(
tL◦βi∗(1A) bi
)
a
]
= λ∗(a).
On the other hand, for all a ∈ A∑
i
S(bi)(a ↼ β
i
∗) = S
[
tL◦βi∗(a(1)) bi
]
a(2) = sR ◦ πR(a), (4.17)
hene for all φ∗ ∈ A∗
EA∗(φ
∗) ⇀ a =
∑
i
a(2) tR◦πR
{[
φ∗ ⇀ S2(bi)a
(1)
]
↼ βi∗
}
=
∑
i
tR◦πR◦S2(b(2)i ) a(2) tR◦πR
{[
φ∗ ⇀ S2(b
(1)
i )a
(1)
]
↼ βi∗
}
=
∑
i
S(bi(2))
(
S2(bi(1))a
)(2)
tR◦πR
{[
φ∗ ⇀
(
S2(bi(1))a
)(1)]
↼ βi∗
}
=
∑
i
S(bi(2))
{[
φ∗ ⇀ S2(bi(1))a
]
↼ βi∗
}
=
∑
i,j
S(bi)
{[
φ∗ ⇀ S2(bj)a
]
↼ βj∗β
i
∗
}
=
∑
j
sR ◦ πR
{[
φ∗ ⇀ S2(bj)a
]
↼ βj∗
}
= sR ◦ EA∗(φ∗)(a).
That is, any oinvariant is an s-integral on AR. Here we used (4.16), the right analogue of
(2.1), the identity tR ◦ πR ◦ S2 = S ◦ sR ◦ πR, (2.20), the right analogue of (2.3), the identity
γR [(φ
∗ ⇀ a) ↼ ψ∗] = (φ
∗ ⇀ a(1)) ↼ ψ∗ ⊗ a(2), holding true for all a ∈ A, φ∗ ∈ A∗ and ψ∗ ∈ A∗,
the dual basis property and (4.17).
2): The proof is analogous to part 1), so we do not repeat the details. We have to show that
τR is a right A-module map. That is, for all a ∈ A and φ∗ ∈ A∗∑
j
χ−1(πL ◦ tR ◦ ∗κj ◦ S) (φ∗ ↼ a)⊗ kj =
∑
j
(
χ−1(πL ◦ tR ◦ ∗κj ◦ S)φ∗
)
↼ a(1) ⊗ kja(2) (4.18)
as elements of A∗R ⊗ RA. By similar steps used to show the equivalene of (4.12) and (4.14), the
identity (4.18) is shown to be equivalent to
χ−1(πL ◦ tR ◦ ∗ψ ◦ S)↼ tR ◦ πR(a) =
∑
j
χ−1(πL ◦ tR ◦ ∗κj ◦ S)↼ a(1)sR ◦ ∗ψ(kja(2)), (4.19)
for all a ∈ A, ∗ψ ∈ ∗A. Veriation of (4.19) goes by similar steps used to prove (4.14), making
use of (4.10). A projetion onto the oinvariants is given by
E : φ∗ 7→
∑
j
χ−1(πL ◦ tR ◦ ∗κj ◦ S)φ∗ ↼ S(kj).
By similar steps in part 1), one heks that E(λ∗) = λ∗, for λ∗ ∈ L(A∗), and E(φ∗) ∈ L(A∗), for
any φ∗ ∈ A∗.
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Note that, if in a Hopf algebroid A = (AL,AR, S) both modules AL and RA are nitely
generated and projetive, then the dual bases {bi} ⊂ A, {βi∗} ⊂ A∗ for AL, and {kj} ⊂ A,
{∗κj} ⊂ ∗A for RA are related via the identity∑
i
βi∗ ⊗ S(bi) =
∑
j
πL ◦ tR ◦ ∗κj ◦ S ⊗ kj
in A∗R ⊗ RA. In partiular, in this ase the projetions A∗ → L(A∗) in parts 1) and 2) of
Proposition 4.4 oinide and (4.9) has the alternative form τR(φ
∗) =
∑
i χ
−1(βi∗)φ
∗ ⊗ S(bi).
Let us apply Theorem 4.2 to the Hopf modules in Proposition 4.4. If in a Hopf algebroid
A = (AL,AR, S) the module AL is nitely generated and projetive, and the kernel of the map
LA⊗A∗L → LA⊗AL ⊗ LA∗L, a⊗ φ∗ 7→ a⊗ τL(φ∗)− a⊗ 1A ⊗ φ∗
is equal to
LA⊗ L(A∗)L, then we onlude that
αL :
LA⊗ L(A∗)L → A∗ a⊗ λ∗ 7→ λ∗ ↼ S(a) (4.20)
is an isomorphism of left-left Hopf modules over AL. If the module RA is nitely generated and
projetive, and the kernel of
RA∗ ⊗AR → RA∗R ⊗ RA⊗AR, φ∗ ⊗ a 7→ τR(φ∗)⊗ a− φ∗ ⊗R 1A ⊗ a
is equal to
RL(A∗)⊗AR, then we onlude that
αR :
RL(A∗)⊗AR → A∗ λ∗ ⊗ a 7→ λ∗ ↼ a (4.21)
is an isomorphism of right-right Hopf modules over AR. (The right L-module struture on L(A∗)
is given by λ∗ · l: = λ∗ ↼ sL(l) and the left R-module struture is given by r · λ∗: = λ∗ ↼ tR(r) 
see the explanation after (4.2).)
Corollary 4.5. For a Hopf algebroid A = (AL,AR, S), suh that all of the modules AR, RA, LA
and AL are nitely generated and projetive, there exist non-zero elements in all of L(A∗), L(∗A)
R(∗A) and R(A∗).
Proof. Sine both modules AR and AL are nitely generated and projetive by assumption, it
follows from Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 4.2 that the map (4.20) is an isomorphism, hene there
exist non-zero elements in L(A∗).
For any element λ∗ of L(A∗), λ∗◦S is a (possibly zero) element of L(∗A) by Sholium 2.10. Now
we laim that it is exluded by the bijetivity of the map (4.20) that λ∗ ◦S = 0 for all λ∗ ∈ L(A∗).
For if so, then by the surjetivity of the map (4.20) we have φ∗(1A) = 0 for all φ
∗ ∈ A∗. But this
is impossible, sine πR(1A) = 1R, by denition.
It follows from Sholium 2.10, 3.b) and 4.b) that also R(∗A) and R(A∗) must ontain non-zero
elements.
Sine none of the duals of a Hopf algebroid is known to be a Hopf algebroid, it does not
follow from Theorem 4.2, however, that for a Hopf algebroid, in whih the total algebra is nitely
generated and projetive as a module over the base algebra, also L(A) and R(A) ontain non-
zero elements. At the moment we do not know under what neessary onditions the existene of
non-zero integrals in a Hopf algebroid follows.
It is well known ([28℄, Proposition 4) that the antipode of a nitely generated and projetive
Hopf algebra over a ommutative ring is bijetive. We do not know whether a result of the same
strength holds true on Hopf algebroids. Our present understanding of this question is formulated
in
Proposition 4.6. For a Hopf algebroid A = (AL,AR, S), suh that all of the modules AR, RA,
LA and AL are nitely generated and projetive, the following statements are equivalent:
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1) The antipode S is bijetive.
2) There exists an invariant
∑
k xk ⊗ λ∗k of the left A-module RA⊗ L(A∗)R  dened via left
multipliation in the rst fator  with respet to AL, satisfying in addition
∑
k λ
∗
k(xk) = 1R.
(The right R-module struture of L(A∗) is dened by the restrition of the ation on (A∗)R, i.e.
as λ∗ · r: = λ∗ ( tR(r)).)
Proof. For any invariant
∑
k xk⊗λ∗k of the left A-module RA⊗L(A∗)R and any element a ∈ A,
the identities ∑
k
S(a)x
(1)
k ⊗ x(2)k ⊗ λ∗k =
∑
k
x
(1)
k ⊗ ax(2)k ⊗ λ∗k and
∑
k
ax
(1)
k ⊗ S(x(2)k )⊗ λ∗k =
∑
k
x
(1)
k ⊗ S(x(2)k )a⊗ λ∗k
hold true as identities in
RAR ⊗ RA⊗ L(A∗)R and in RAR ⊗ RA⊗ L(A∗)R, respetively.
2)⇒ 1): In terms of the invariant ∑k xk ⊗ λ∗k, the inverse of the antipode is onstruted
expliitly as
S−1 : A→ A a 7→
∑
k
(λ∗k ↼ a)⇀ xk.
1)⇒ 2) If S is bijetive then in the ase of the Hopf algebroid Acop the isomorphism (4.20)
takes the form
α
cop
L : A
L ⊗ LL(∗A)→ ∗A a⊗ ∗λ 7→ ∗λ ↽ S−1(a),
where the left L-module struture on L(∗A) is dened by l · ∗λ: = ∗λ ↽ tL(l).
In terms of
∑
k xk ⊗ ∗λk: = (αcopL )−1(πR), the required invariant of RA ⊗ L(A∗)R is given by∑
k xk ⊗ ∗λk ◦ S−1.
In a Hopf algebroid A = (AL,AR, S), in whih all of the modules AL, LA, AR and RA
are nitely generated and projetive, the extensions sR : R → A and tL : Lop → A satisfy the
left depth two (or D2, for short) ondition and the extensions tR : R
op → A and sL : L → A
satisfy the right D2 ondition of [19℄. If furthermore S is bijetive then all the four extensions
satisfy both the left and the right D2 onditions. This means ([19℄, Lemma 3.7) in the ase of
sR : R→ A, for example, the existene of nite sets (the so alled D2 quasi-bases) {dk} ⊂ AR⊗RA,
{δk} ⊂ REndR(RAR), {fl} ⊂ AR ⊗ RA and {φl} ⊂ REndR(RAR) satisfying∑
k
dk ·mA ◦ (δk ⊗ RA)(u) = u and
∑
l
mA ◦ (AR ⊗ φl)(u) · fl = u
for all elements u in AR ⊗ RA, where the A-A bimodule struture on AR ⊗ RA is dened by left
multipliation in the rst fator and right multipliation in the seond fator.
The D2 quasi-bases for the extension sR : R→ A an be onstruted in terms of the invariants∑
i xi ⊗ λ∗i : = α−1L (πR) and
∑
j x
′
j ⊗ ∗λ′j : = (αcopL )−1(πR) via the requirements that∑
k
dk ⊗ δk =
∑
i
xi(1)
(1) ⊗ S(xi(1)(2))⊗ [λ∗i ↼ S(xi(2))]⇀ and
∑
l
φl ⊗ fl =
∑
j
↼ [x′j(1) ⇀ πL ◦ sR ◦ ∗λ′j ◦ S−1]⊗ x′j(2)(1) ⊗ S(x′j(2)(2))
as elements of AR ⊗ RAL ⊗ L[REndR(RAR)] and of [REndR(RAR)]L ⊗ LAR ⊗ RA, respetively.
(The L-L bimodule struture on REndR(RA
R) is given by
l1 ·Ψ · l2 = sL(l1)Ψ( )sL(l2) for l1, l2 ∈ L, Ψ ∈ REndR(RAR). )
The D2 property of the extensions tR : R
op → A, sL : L → A and tL : Lop → A follows by
applying these formulae to the Hopf algebroids Acop, Aopcop and Aop, respetively.
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The following theorem and orollary, haraterizing Frobenius Hopf algebroidsA = (AL,AR, S)
 that is, Hopf algebroids suh that the extensions, given by the soure and target maps of the
bialgebroids AL and AR, are Frobenius extensions , are the main results of this setion.
Reall that, for a homomorphism s : R → A of k-algebras, the anonial R-A bimodule RAA
is a 1-ell in the additive biategory of [k-algebras, bimodules, bimodule maps℄, possessing a right
dual, the bimodule AAR. If A is nitely generated and projetive as a left R-module, then RAA
possesses also a left dual, the bimodule A[RHom(A,R)]R dened as
a · φ · r = φ( a)r for r ∈ R, a ∈ A, φ ∈ RHom(A,R).
A monomorphism of k-algebras s : R → A is alled a Frobenius extension if the module RA is
nitely generated and projetive and the left and right duals AAR and A[RHom(A,R)]R of the
bimodule RAA are isomorphi. Equivalently, if AR is nitely generated and projetive and the left
and right duals RAA and R[HomR(A,R)]A of the bimodule AAR are isomorphi. This property
holds if and only if there exists a Frobenius system (ψ,
∑
i ui ⊗ vi), where ψ : A → R is an R-R
bimodule map and
∑
i ui ⊗ vi is an element of A ⊗R A suh that∑
i
s◦ψ(aui) vi = a =
∑
i
ui s◦ψ(via) for all a ∈ A.
Theorem 4.7. If in a Hopf algebroid A = (AL,AR, S) all modules AR, RA, AL and LA are
nitely generated and projetive, then the following statements are equivalent:
1.a) The map sR : R→ A is a Frobenius extension of k-algebras.
1.b) The map tR : R
op → A is a Frobenius extension of k-algebras.
1.) The map sL : L→ A is a Frobenius extension of k-algebras.
1.d) The map tL : L
op → A is a Frobenius extension of k-algebras.
2.a) The module L(A∗)L, dened by λ∗ · l: = λ∗ ↼ sL(l), is free of rank 1.
2.b) S is bijetive and the module LL(∗A), dened by l · ∗λ: = ∗λ ↽ tL(l), is free of rank 1.
2.) The module RR(∗A), dened by r · ∗ρ: = sR(r) ⇁ ∗ρ, is free of rank 1.
2.d) S is bijetive and the module R(A∗)R, dened by ρ∗ · r: = tR(r) ⇀ ρ∗, is free of rank 1.
3.a) There exists an element λ∗ ∈ L(A∗) suh that the map
F : A→ A∗ a 7→ λ∗ ↼ a (4.22)
is bijetive.
3.b) S is bijetive and there exists an element ∗λ ∈ L(∗A) suh that the map A → ∗A, a 7→
∗λ ↽ a is bijetive.
3.) There exists an element ∗ρ ∈ R(∗A) suh that the map A → ∗A, a 7→ a ⇁ ∗ρ is
bijetive.
3.d) S is bijetive and there exists an element ρ∗ ∈ R(A∗) suh that the map A→ A∗, a 7→
a ⇀ ρ∗ is bijetive.
4.a) There exists a left integral ℓ ∈ L(A) suh that the map
F∗ : A∗ → A φ∗ 7→ φ∗ ⇀ ℓ (4.23)
is bijetive.
4.b) S is bijetive and there exists a left integral ℓ ∈ L(A) suh that the map
∗F : ∗A → A ∗φ 7→ ∗φ ⇁ ℓ (4.24)
is bijetive.
4.) There exists a right integral ℘ ∈ R(A) suh that the map ∗A → A, ∗φ 7→ ℘ ↽ ∗φ is
bijetive.
4.d) S is bijetive and there exists a right integral ℘ ∈ R(A) suh that the map A∗ → A, φ∗ 7→
℘ ↼ φ∗ is bijetive.
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In partiular, the integrals λ∗, ∗λ, ∗ρ and ρ∗ on A satisfying the ondition in 3.a), 3.b) 3.)
and 3.d), respetively, are Frobenius funtionals themselves for the extensions sR : R → A, tR :
Rop → A, sL : L→ A and tL : Lop → A, respetively.
What is more, under the equivalent onditions of the theorem the left integrals ℓ ∈ L(A)
satisfying the onditions in 4.a) and 4.b) an be hosen to be equal, that is, to be a non-degenerate
left integral in A. Similarly, the right integrals ℘ ∈ R(A) satisfying the onditions in 4.) and
4.d) an be hosen to be equal, that is to be a non-degenerate right integral in A.
Proof. 4.a)⇒ 1.a): In terms of the left integral ℓ in 4.a) dene λ∗: = F∗ −1(1A) ∈ A∗. The
element ℓ ⊗ λ∗ ∈ RL(A) ⊗ L(A∗)R is an invariant of the left A-module RA ⊗ L(A∗)R, hene by
Proposition 4.6 the antipode is bijetive. Sine for all φ∗ ∈ A∗
φ∗λ∗ = F∗ −1(φ∗ ⇀ 1A) = F∗ −1(s∗ ◦ φ∗(1A) ⇀ 1A) = s∗◦π∗(φ∗) λ∗,
λ∗ is an s-integral on AR, so in partiular an R-R bimodule map RAR → R.
Sine for all a ∈ A
ℓ(2) tR◦λ∗
(
S(a)ℓ(1)
)
= a,
we have F∗ −1(a) = λ∗ ↼ S(a). Hene for all φ∗ ∈ A∗ and a ∈ A,
φ∗(a) = (F∗ −1 ◦ F∗)(φ∗)(a) = λ∗(sR ◦ φ∗(ℓ(1))S(ℓ(2))a) = φ∗(aℓ(1)sR ◦ λ∗ ◦ S(ℓ(2))).
Sine AR is nitely generated and projetive by assumption, this proves that ℓ(1) sR◦λ∗◦S(ℓ(2)) =
1A. A Frobenius system for the extension sR : R→ A is provided by
(
λ∗, ℓ(1) ⊗ S(ℓ(2))).
1.a)⇒ 2.a): In terms of a Frobenius system (ψ,∑i ui ⊗ vi) for the extension sR : R→ A, one
onstruts an isomorphism of right L-modules as
κ : L(A∗)→ L λ∗ 7→ πL
[∑
i
sR◦λ∗(ui) vi
]
(4.25)
κ−1 : L→ L(A∗) l 7→ EA∗ (ψ ↼ sL(l)) , (4.26)with inverse
where EA∗ is the map (4.16). The right L-linearity of κ follows from the property of the Frobenius
system (ψ,
∑
i ui ⊗ vi) that
∑
i aui ⊗ vi =
∑
i ui ⊗ via for all a ∈ A, the bialgebroid axiom (2.5),
and left R-linearity of the map λ∗ : RA→ R and the right L-linearity of πL : LA→ L.
The maps κ and κ−1 are mutual inverses as
κ−1 ◦ κ(λ∗) =
∑
i,j
[χ−1(βj∗)ψ] ↼ sL◦πL (sR◦λ∗(ui) vi) S2(bj)
=
∑
i,j
[χ−1(βj∗)ψ] ↼ S
2(b
(2)
j ) tR◦πR
[
tR◦πR◦S (sR◦λ∗(ui) vi) S2(b(1)j )
]
=
∑
i,j
[χ−1(βj∗)ψ] ↼ S
2(b
(2)
j ) sL◦ πL
[
S(b
(1)
j ) sR◦λ∗(ui) vi
]
= λ∗, (4.27)
where in the rst step we used (4.13), in the seond step the fat that by Proposition 2.3 we have
sL ◦ πL = tR ◦ πR ◦ S, then the right analogue of (2.5) and nally in the last step the identity in
RL(A∗)⊗AR:
∑
i,j
[χ−1(βj∗) ψ]↼ S
2(b
(2)
j )⊗ S(b(1)j ) sR◦λ∗(ui) vi = α−1R
(∑
i
ψ ↼ sR◦λ∗(ui) vi
)
= λ∗ ⊗ 1A,
whih follows from the expliit form of the inverse of the map (4.21). In a similar way, also
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κ ◦ κ−1(l) =
∑
i,j
πL
[
sR◦
(
χ−1(βj∗) ψ
) (
sL(l)S
2(bj)ui
)
vi
]
=
∑
i,j
πL
[
sR◦
(
χ−1(βj∗) ψ
)
(sL(l)ui) vi S
2(bj)
]
=
∑
i,j
πL
[
sR◦
(
χ−1(βj∗) ψ
)
(sL(l)ui) vi tL◦πL◦S2(bj)
]
=
∑
i,j
πL
[
sR◦
(
χ−1(βj∗) ψ
) (
sL(l) tL◦πL◦S2(bj) ui
)
vi
]
=
∑
i,j
πL
{
sR◦
[(
χ−1(βj∗) ↼ tL◦πL◦S2(bj)
)
ψ
]
(sL(l)ui) vi
}
= l,
where in the last step we used that
∑
j χ
−1(βj∗)↼ tL◦πL◦S2(bj) = χ−1
(∑
j β
j
∗ t∗◦πL(bj)
)
= πR.
2.a)⇒ 3.a): If κ : L(A∗)L → L is an isomorphism of L-modules then πR ◦sL ◦κ : RL(A∗)→ R
is an isomorphism of R-modules. Introdue the yli and separating generator λ∗: = κ−1(1L) for
the module L(A∗)L. The map F in (4.22) is equal to αR ◦ (κ−1◦ πL◦tR ⊗ AR)  where αR is the
isomorphism (4.21)  hene it is bijetive.
3.a)⇒ 4.a), 4.b): A Frobenius system for the extension sR : R → A is given in terms of the
dual bases {bi} ⊂ A and {β∗i } ⊂ A∗ for the module AR as
(
λ∗,
∑
i bi ⊗F−1(β∗i )
)
.
The element ℓ: =
∑
i bi tL◦πL◦F−1(β∗i ) is a left integral in A. Using the identities
λ∗ ⇀ ℓ = sR◦λ∗
[∑
i
bi tL◦πL◦F−1(β∗i )
]
= tL◦πL
[∑
i
sR◦λ∗(bi) F−1(β∗i )
]
= 1A,
ℓ(1) ⊗ S(ℓ(2)) =
∑
i
bi sR◦λ∗
[
F−1(β∗i )ℓ(1)
]
⊗ S(ℓ(2)) =
∑
i
bi ⊗ S
[
ℓ(2) tR◦λ∗(ℓ(1))
]
F−1(β∗i )
=
∑
i
bi ⊗F−1(β∗i ),
one heks that the inverse of the map F∗ in (4.23) is given by F ◦ S. This implies, in partiular,
that S is bijetive.
The inverse of the map
∗F in (4.24)  dened in terms of the same left integral ℓ  is the map
A→ ∗A a 7→ λ∗ ◦ S ↽ S−1(a).
1.a)⇔ 1.d): The datum (ψ,∑i ui ⊗ vi) is a Frobenius system for the extension sR : R→ A if
and only if (πL ◦ sR ◦ ψ,
∑
i ui ⊗ vi) is a Frobenius system for tL : Lop → A, where πL ◦ sR : R→
Lop was laimed to be an isomorphism of k-algebras in part 1) of Proposition 2.3.
1.a)⇒ 1.c): We have already seen that 1.a)⇒ 3.a)⇒ S is bijetive. If the datum (ψ,∑i ui ⊗ vi)
is a Frobenius system for the extension sR : R → A then
(
πL ◦ sR ◦ ψ ◦ S−1, S(vi)⊗ S(ui)
)
is a
Frobenius system for sL : L→ A.
4.c)⇒ 1.c)⇒ 2.c)⇒ 3.c)⇒ 4.c), 1.c)⇔ 1.b) and 1.c)⇒ 1.a) follow by applying 4.a)⇒ 1.a)⇒
2.a)⇒ 3.a)⇒ 4.a), 1.a)⇔ 1.d) and 1.a)⇒ 1.c) to the Hopf algebroid Aopcop.
1.b)⇒ 2.b)⇒ 3.b)⇒ 4.b)⇒ 1.b): We have seen that 1.b) ⇔ 1.c) ⇒ S is bijetive. Hene we
an apply 1.a)⇒ 2.a)⇒ 3.a)⇒ 4.a)⇒ 1.a) to the Hopf algebroid Acop.
1.d)⇒ 2.d)⇒ 3.d)⇒ 4.d)⇒ 1.d) follows by applying 1.b)⇒ 2.b)⇒ 3.b)⇒ 4.b)⇒ 1.b) to the
Hopf algebroid Aopcop.
Based on Theorem 4.7, we obtain the following generalization of Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.8. For any Hopf algebroid A = (AL,AR, S), the following assertions are equivalent.
1.a) Both maps sR : R→ A and tR : Rop → A are Frobenius extensions of k-algebras.
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1.b) Both maps sL : L→ A and tL : Lop → A are Frobenius extensions of k-algebras.
2.a) The module AR is nitely generated and projetive and there exists an element λ∗ ∈ L(A∗)
suh that the map F : A→ A∗, a 7→ λ∗ ↼ a is bijetive.
2.b) S is bijetive, the module RA is nitely generated and projetive and there exists an element
∗λ ∈ L(∗A) suh that the map A→ ∗A, a 7→ ∗λ ↽ a is bijetive.
2.) The module LA is nitely generated and projetive and there exists an element ∗ρ ∈ R(∗A)
suh that the map A→ ∗A, a 7→ a ⇁ ∗ρ is bijetive.
2.d) S is bijetive, the module AL is nitely generated and projetive and there exists an element
ρ∗ ∈ R(A∗) suh that the map A→ A∗, a 7→ a ⇀ ρ∗ is bijetive.
3.a) There exists a non-degenerate left integral, that is an element ℓ ∈ L(A) suh that both
maps F∗ : A∗ → A, φ∗ 7→ φ∗ ⇀ ℓ and ∗F : ∗A → A, ∗φ 7→ ∗φ ⇁ ℓ are bijetive.
3.b) There exists a non-degenerate right integral, that is, an element ℘ ∈ R(A) suh that both
maps ∗A → A, ∗φ 7→ ℘ ↽ ∗φ and A∗ → A, φ∗ 7→ ℘ ↼ φ∗ are bijetive.
Proof. 1.a)⇔ 1.b): This follows by the same reasoning used to prove 1.a) ⇔ 1.d) and 1.b) ⇔
1.c) in Theorem 4.7.
1.a)⇒ 2.a): Sine sR : R→ A is a Frobenius extension by assumption, the modules AR and RA
(hene also AL) are nitely generated and projetive by denition. Similarly, sine tR : R
op → A
is a Frobenius extension, the modules
RA and LA are nitely generated and projetive. Thus this
impliation follows by Theorem 4.7 1.a)⇒ 3.a).
2.a)⇒ 3.a) and S is bijective: This is proven by repeating the same steps used to prove 3.a)⇒
4.a) and 4.b) in Theorem 4.7.
3.a)⇒ 1.a) and S is bijective: Putting λ∗ := F∗−1(1A), the map a 7→ (λ∗ ↼ a) ⇀ ℓ is
heked to be the inverse of S.
For any r ∈ R, F∗(rλ∗(−)) = tR(r) = F∗(λ∗ ↼ sR(r)). So by the bijetivity of F∗, we
onlude that λ∗ is a left R-module map RA→ R. Therefore the module RA is nitely generated
and projetive with dual basis λ∗(S(−)ℓ(1))⊗ℓ(2) ∈ ∗AR⊗RA. The module AL is nitely generated
and projetive by Lemma 2.6. Applying the same reasoning to the Hopf algebroid Acop, we
onlude that by the bijetivity of
∗F also the modules AR and LA are nitely generated and
projetive. Hene the laim follows by Theorem 4.7, 4.a)⇒ 1.a) and 1.b).
1.b)⇔ 2.c)⇔ 3.b): This follows by applying 1.a)⇔ 2.a)⇔ 3.a) to the Hopf algebroid Aopcop.
1.a)⇔ 2.b): Sine we proved that 1.a) implies the bijetivity of the antipode, we an apply
1.a)⇔ 2.a) to the Hopf algebroid Acop.
1.b)⇔ 2.d): This follows by applying 1.a)⇔ 2.b) to the Hopf algebroid Aopcop.
It is proven in ([6℄, Theorem 5.17) that under the equivalent onditions of Theorem 4.7 the
duals, A∗, ∗A, ∗A and A∗ of the Hopf algebroid A, possess (anti-) isomorphi Hopf algebroid
strutures.
The Hopf algebroids, satisfying the equivalent onditions of Theorem 4.7, provide examples
of distributive Frobenius double algebras [38℄. (Notie that the integrals, whih we all non-
degenerate, are alled Frobenius integrals in [38℄).
Our result naturally raises the question, under what onditions on the base algebra the equiva-
lent onditions of Theorem 4.7 hold true. That is, what is the generalization of Pareigis' ondition
 the triviality of the Piard group of the ommutative base ring of a Hopf algebra  to the
non-ommutative base algebra of a Hopf algebroid. We are going to return to this problem in a
dierent publiation.
5 The Quasi-Frobenius property
It is known ([28℄, Theorem added in proof), that any nitely generated projetive Hopf algebra
over a ommutative ring k is (both a left and a right) quasi-Frobenius extension of k in the sense
of [24℄. In this setion we examine in what Hopf algebroids is the total algebra (a left or a right)
quasi-Frobenius extension of the base algebra.
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The quasi-Frobenius property of an extension s : R → A of k-algebras has been introdued
by Müller [24℄ as a weakening of the Frobenius property (see the paragraph preeeding Theorem
4.7). The extension s : R → A is left quasi-Frobenius (or left QF, for short) if the module RA is
nitely generated and projetive (hene the bimodule RAA possesses both a right dual AAR and
a left dual A[RHom(A,R)]R ) and the bimodule AAR is a diret summand in a nite diret sum
of opies of A[RHom(A,R)]R.
The extension s : R→ A is right QF if s, onsidered as a map Rop → Aop, is a left QF extension.
That is, if the module AR is nitely generated and projetive and the left dual bimodule RAA is
a diret summand in a nite diret sum of opies of the right dual bimodule R[HomR(A,R)]A.
To our knowledge it is not known whether the notions of left and right QF extensions are
equivalent (exept in partiular ases, suh as entral extensions, where the answer turns out to
be armative [30℄; and Frobenius extensions, whih are also both left and right QF [24℄).
A powerful haraterization of a Frobenius extension s : R→ A is the existene of a Frobenius
system  see the paragraph preeeding Theorem 4.7. In the following lemma a generalization to
quasi-Frobenius extensions is introdued:
Lemma 5.1. 1) An algebra extension s : R→ A is left QF if and only if the module RA is nitely
generated and projetive and there exist nite sets {ψk} ⊂ RHomR(A,R) and {
∑
i u
k
i⊗vki } ⊂ A ⊗R A
satisfying ∑
i,k
uki s◦ψk(vki ) = 1A and
∑
i
auki ⊗ vki =
∑
i
uki ⊗ vki a for all values of k and a ∈ A.
The datum {ψk,
∑
i u
k
i ⊗ vki } is alled a left QF-system for the extension s : R→ A.
2) An algebra extension s : R→ A is right QF if and only if the module AR is nitely generated
and projetive and there exist nite sets {ψk} ⊂ RHomR(A,R) and {
∑
i u
k
i ⊗ vki } ⊂ A ⊗R A
satisfying ∑
i,k
s◦ψk(uki ) vki = 1A and
∑
i
auki ⊗ vki =
∑
i
uki ⊗ vki a for all values of k and a ∈ A.
The datum {ψk,
∑
i u
k
i ⊗ vki } is alled a right QF-system for the extension s : R→ A.
Proof. Let us spell out the proof in ase 1): Suppose that there exists a left QF system
{ψk,
∑
i u
k
i ⊗ vki } for the extension s : R→ A. The bimodule AAR is a diret summand in a nite
diret sum of opies of A[RHom(A,R)]R by the existene of A-R bimodule maps
Φk : RHom(A,R)→ A φ 7→
∑
i
uki s◦φ(vki ) and
Φ′k : A→ RHom(A,R) a 7→ ψk( a)
satisfying
∑
k Φk ◦ Φ′k = A.
Conversely, in terms of the A-R bimodule maps {Φk : RHom(A,R) → A} and {Φ′k : A →
RHom(A,R)}, satisfying
∑
k Φk ◦Φ′k = A, and the dual bases, {bj} ⊂ A and {βj} ⊂ RHom(A,R)
for the module RA, a left QF system an be onstruted as
ψk: = Φ
′
k(1A) ∈ RHomR(A,R) and∑
i
uki ⊗ vki : =
∑
j
Φk(βj)⊗ bj ∈ A ⊗R A.
Lemma 5.1 implies, in partiular, that for a left/right QF extension R → A, A is nitely
generated and projetive also as a right/left R-module.
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Theorem 5.2. If in a Hopf algebroid A = (AL,AR, S) all modules AR, RA, AL and LA are
nitely generated and projetive, then the following are equivalent:
1.a) sR : R→ A is a left QF extension.
1.b) tL : L
op → A is a left QF extension.
1.) The module L(A∗)L  dened by λ∗ · l: = λ∗ ↼ sL(l)  is nitely generated and projetive.
1.d) The module L(A∗)L is at.
1.e) The invariants of the left A-module LA ⊗ L(A∗)L  dened via left multipliation in the
rst fator  with respet to AL are the elements of LL(A)⊗ L(A∗)L.
1.f) There exist nite sets {ℓk} ⊂ L(A) and {λ∗k} ⊂ L(A∗) satisfying
∑
k λ
∗
k ◦ S(ℓk) = 1R.
1.g) The left A-module AA∗  dened by a·φ∗: = φ∗ ↼ S(a)  is nitely generated and projetive
with generator set {λ∗k} ⊂ L(A∗).
The following properties of A are also equivalent:
2.a) sL : L→ A is a right QF extension.
2.b) tR : R
op → A is a right QF extension.
2.) The module RR(∗A)  dened by r ·∗ρ: = sR(r) ⇁ ∗ρ  is nitely generated and projetive.
2.d) The module RR(∗A) is at.
2.e) The invariants of the right A-module RR(∗A) ⊗ AR  dened via right multipliation in
the seond fator  with respet to AR are the elements of RR(∗A)⊗R(A)R.
2.f) There exist nite sets {℘k} ⊂ R(A) and {∗ρk} ⊂ R(∗A) satisfying
∑
k ∗ρk ◦ S(℘k) = 1L.
2.g) The right A-module ∗AA  dened by ∗φ · a: = S(a) ⇁ ∗φ  is nitely generated and
projetive with generator set {∗ρk} ⊂ R(∗A).
If furthermore the antipode is bijetive, then onditions 1.a)-1.g) and 2.a)-2.g) are equivalent to
eah other and also to
1.h) The left
∗A-module on A  dened by ∗φ ·a: = ∗φ ⇁ a  is nitely generated and projetive
with generator set {ℓk} ∈ L(A).
2.h) The right A∗-module on A  dened by a · φ∗: = a ↼ φ∗  is nitely generated and
projetive with generator set {℘k} ∈ R(A).
Proof. 1.a)⇔ 1.b): The datum {ψk,
∑
i u
k
i ⊗ vki } is a left QF system for the extension sR :
R→ A if and only if {πL ◦ sR ◦ ψk,
∑
i u
k
i ⊗ vki } is a left QF system for tL : Lop → A.
1.a)⇒ 1.c): In terms of the left QF system, {ψk,
∑
i u
k
i ⊗vki } for the extension sR : R→ A, the
dual bases for the module L(A∗)L are given with the help of the map (4.16) as {EA∗(ψk)} ⊂ L(A∗)
and {κk: = πL
[∑
i sR◦ (uki ) vki
]} ⊂ HomL(L(A∗)L, L).
The right L-linearity of the maps κk : L(A∗)→ L is heked similarly to the right L-linearity
of the map (4.25). Notie that for any R-R bimodule map ψ : RA
R → R we have
EA∗(ψ ↼ sL(l)) =
∑
j
[χ−1(βj∗)ψ]↼ sL(l)S
2(bj)
=
∑
j
[χ−1(t∗◦πL◦tR◦πR◦tL(l) βj∗)ψ] ↼ S2(bj)
=
∑
j
[χ−1(βj∗) t
∗◦πR◦tL(l) ψ]↼ S2(bj)
=
∑
j
[χ−1(βj∗) s
∗◦πR◦tL(l) ψ]↼ S2(bj)
=
∑
j
[χ−1(s∗◦πL◦tR◦πR◦tL(l) βj∗) ψ]↼ S2(bj)
= EA∗(ψ) ↼ sL(l),
for all l ∈ L, where in the rst step we used (4.16) and (4.13), in the seond step the property of
the dual bases {bj} ⊂ A and {βj∗} ⊂ A∗ that
∑
j β
j
∗ ⊗ sL(l)bj =
∑
j t∗(l)β
j
∗ ⊗ bj for all l ∈ L as
elements of
LA∗ ⊗ AL, in the third step the identity χ−1 ◦ t∗ = t∗ ◦ πR ◦ sL, in the fourth step
the fat that by the left R-linearity of ψ we have t∗(r)ψ = s∗(r)ψ for all r ∈ R, in the fth step
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χ−1 ◦ s∗ = s∗ ◦ πR ◦ sL, and nally
∑
j β
j
∗ ⊗ bjsL(l) =
∑
j s∗(l)β
j
∗ ⊗ bj, holding true for all l ∈ L
as an identity in
LA∗ ⊗AL.
The dual basis property of the sets {EA∗(ψk)} and {κk} is veried by the property that∑
i,k EA∗ (ψk ↼ sL ◦ κk(λ∗)) = λ∗ for all λ∗ ∈ L(A∗), whih is heked similarly to (4.27).
1.c)⇒ 1.d) is a standard result.
1.d)⇒ 1.e): Sine the module AL is nitely generated and projetive by assumption, the
invariants of any left A-module M with respet to AL are the elements of the kernel of the map
ζM :M → LA∗ ⊗ML m 7→
(∑
i
βi∗ ⊗ bi ·m
)
− πL ⊗m,
where the right L module ML is dened via tL, and the sets {bi} ⊂ A and {βi∗} ⊂ A∗ are dual
bases for the module AL.
The map ζA, orresponding to the left regular A-module, is a left L-module map
LA →
LA∗ ⊗ LAL and ζLA⊗L(A∗)L = ζA ⊗ L(A∗)L. Sine tensoring with L(A∗)L is an exat funtor by
assumption, it preserves the kernels, that is the invariants in this ase.
1.e)⇒ 1.f): With the help of the map (4.20) introdue∑
k
ℓk ⊗ λ∗k: = α−1L (πR) ∈ Inv(LA⊗ L(A∗)L) ≡ LL(A)⊗ L(A∗)L.
It satises
∑
k λ
∗
k ◦ S(ℓk) = αL ◦ α−1L (πR)(1A) = 1R.
1.f)⇒ 1.a): In terms of the sets {ℓk} ⊂ L(A) and {λ∗k} ⊂ L(A∗), a left QF system for the
extension sR : R→ A an be onstruted as {λ∗k, ℓ(1)k ⊗ S(ℓ(2)k )}.
1.f)⇒ 1.g): In terms of the sets {ℓk} ⊂ L(A) and {λ∗k} ⊂ L(A∗), the dual bases for the
module AA∗ are given by {λ∗k} ⊂ L(A∗) and { ⇀ ℓk} ⊂ AHom(AA∗, A).
1.g)⇒ 1.f): In terms of the dual bases {λ∗k} ⊂ L(A∗) and {Ξk} ⊂ AHom(AA∗, A) one denes
the required left integrals ℓk: = Ξk(πR) in A.
The equivalene of the onditions 2.a)− 2.g) follows by applying the above results to the Hopf
algebroid Aopcop.
Now assume that S is bijetive. Then
1.f)⇔ 2.f) follows from Sholium 2.10.
1.f)⇒ 1.h): Sholium 2.8, 1.b) and Sholium 2.10, 3.) an be used to show that in terms of
the sets {ℓk} ⊂ L(A) and {λ∗k} ⊂ L(A∗), the dual bases for the left ∗A-module on A are given by
{ℓk} ⊂ L(A) and {λ∗k ◦ S ↽ S−1( )} ⊂ ∗AHom(A, ∗A).
1.h)⇒ 1.f): Let {ℓk} ⊂ L(A) and {χk} ⊂ ∗AHom(A, ∗A) be dual bases for the left ∗A-module
A. For any value of the index k, the element χk(1A) is an invariant of the left regular
∗A-module.
Hene by the nitely generated projetivity of the module
RA, it is a t-integral on AR. By
Sholium 2.10 the elements λ∗k: = χk(1A) ◦ S−1 are s-integrals on AR, satisfying∑
k
λ∗k ◦ S(ℓk) = πR[
∑
k
χk(1A) ⇁ ℓk] = 1R.
2.f)⇔ 2.h) follows by applying 1.f)⇔ 1.h) to the Hopf algebroid Aopcop.
If the antipode of a Hopf algebroidA = (AL,AR, S) is bijetive then the appliation of Theorem
5.2 to the Hopf algebroid Aop results equivalent onditions under whih the extensions sR : R→ A
and tL : L
op → A are right QF, and sL : L→ A and tR : Rop → A are left QF.
In order to show that  in ontrast to Hopf algebras over ommutative rings  not any nitely
generated projetive Hopf algebroid is quasi-Frobenius, let stand here an example (with bijetive
antipode) suh that the total algebra is nitely generated and projetive as a module over the
base algebra (in all the four senses listed in (2.16) ) and the total algebra is neither a left nor a
right QF extension of the base algebra.
The example is taken from ([22℄, Example 3.1) where it is shown that for any algebra B over
a ommutative ring k the k-algebra A: = B ⊗
k
Bop has a left bialgebroid struture denoted by AL,
over the base B, with strutural maps
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sL : B → A b 7→ b⊗ 1B
tL : B
op → A b 7→ 1B ⊗ b
γL : A→ AB ⊗ BA b1 ⊗ b2 7→ (b1 ⊗ 1B)⊗ (1B ⊗ b2)
πL : A→ B b1 ⊗ b2 7→ b1b2. (5.1)
The bialgebroid AL satises the Hopf algebroid axioms of [22℄ with the involutive antipode S,
equal to the ip map
S : B ⊗
k
Bop → Bop ⊗
k
B b1 ⊗ b2 7→ b2 ⊗ b1. (5.2)
The reader may hek that A has a Hopf algebroid struture also in the sense of this paper with
left bialgebroid struture (5.1), antipode (5.2) and right bialgebroid struture AR = (A,Bop, S ◦
sL, S ◦ tL, (S ⊗ S) ◦ γopL ◦ S, πL ◦ S).
If B is nitely generated and projetive as a k-module, then all modules AB
op
,
BopA, AB and
BA are nitely generated and projetive. What is more, we have
Lemma 5.3. Let B be an algebra over a ommutative ring k with trivial enter. The following
statements are equivalent:
1) The extension k→ B is left QF.
2) The extension k→ B is right QF.
3) The extension B → B ⊗
k
Bop, b 7→ b⊗ 1B is left QF.
4) The extension B → B ⊗
k
Bop, b 7→ b⊗ 1B is right QF.
The equivalene 1)⇔ 2) is proven in [30℄ and the rest an be proven using the tehnis of
quasi-Frobenius systems.
In view of Lemma 5.3, it is easy to onstrut a nitely generated projetive Hopf algebroid
whih is not QF. Let us hoose, for example, B to be the algebra of n×n upper triangle matries
with entries in a ommutative ring k. Then B has a trivial enter and it is neither a left nor a
right QF extension of k. Hene A = B ⊗
k
Bop is neither a left nor a right QF extension of B.
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